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CHAPTER OHE 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Udilij^, 
CHAPTER ONE 
^ N g R O P U C T I Q H 
This study is a modest attempt at stating the basic 
concepts of crime and punishment as found in the Holy Quran. 
It will he examined how far the body of these concepts 
could provide a sufficient foundation for the development 
of an Islamic criminology. We shall then proceed to ex-
plore the structure of the penal injunctions in Islamic 
scripture with a view to evaluate how far these injunctions 
could constitute a fulfledged system of penology, 
Our interest is, basically, sociological. The rela-
tionship between the community which Islsun created and the 
measures it took to protect that community from falling 
into error or disorder is the chief point of departure 
from strictly legal framework for this study. Hence, the 
legal aspect of the problem becomes secondary. It is not 
the totality of Islamic law which we are reconstructing 
here, but it is one particular segment of law we shall be 
isolating and trying to see how it is related to the 
society as a whole. 
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The relationship between Xaw and aociety la an 
organic one, and this solidarity In Islam Is based on a 
revelatory text of precepts, laws, and admonitions, fhe 
most serious aspect of this study is to keep In view the 
religious and the transcendental framework of the Islamic 
Injunctions^ The study Is not directly concerned with 
the theological questions, but It cannot set aside the 
religious sources and bases without which the study of one 
or all the aspects of the Quran cannot be properly under-
taken* 
Another Important Issue which is relevant to our 
present Study Is the context of the Quranic Injunctions. 
Without compromising the transcendental and the universal 
status of Quran It can be easily pointed out that the 
most immediate group with which Quran was concerned was 
the ARABS, Their social and economic life; their family 
and kinship structure; their tribal identity and rela-
tionship; their particular moral cuid spiritual sensiti-
vities; their love for violence, speculation and pleasure; 
their hospitable and generous temperament; their pride in 
the language they spoke; their Idolatry and superstitions; 
and their political divisions and conflicts, all serve as 
a background to the Quranic revelations. It was out of 
this complex and raw social material that the Quran 
created a new community of men based on the unity of faith 
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and not on blood-tiea; directed to worship and suTnalt 
to one God and not to meoiy gods of fiction; oriented 
to rise above vice and error and lead a life of virtue 
and knowledge. It is this basic objective to create* 
nourish and sustain a new community that the Quran takes 
both the religious and the secular life as meaningful and 
decisive* 
The Arabs were engrossed in the superstitions of an 
idolatorous society. They confused the rights of God 
and the rights of man. They mixed up their religion with 
their tribal interests; for th^n it was impossible to 
conceive both vice aoad virtue outside the tribal context. 
One of the greatest achievements of the Quran was to 
detribalize the Arab mind and create a general and human 
set of values, 
The present study will, therefore, keep the follow-
ing three points of view as central to the entire dis-
cussion of crime and punishment in the Qurani 
(1) The revelatory basis of Islamic concepts) 
(2) The particular Arab context both cultural and his-
torical as the first immediate framework within which 
the revelation became a reality; 
(3) The interest of the new community in the problems 
of order and discipline transformed from a tribal to 
Islamic perspective* 
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The sociological approach In this dbudy will consist 
of two emphases: Community as the central concept; and 
concept of crime and punishment serving as functions of 
the central emphasis. It is a descriptive, analytical 
and critical study. The sources of inquiry are both the 
Quran and the other important Islamic writings which 
pertain to the explanation of the Qu^ ranic concepts. 
The plan of study is as follows. We shall first 
take into account those QursAlc verses which are rele-
vant to our theme, and examine the basic logic of these 
verses. This will be followed by a detailed stat«aent 
of the concept of crime in Islam. Then the entire 
question of punishment will be studied. A critical eva-
luation will be done towards the end and a few references 
will be made to the ma;}or problems in the systwBatisa-
tlon of Islamic criminology. 
A B R I t, I S U K V J b i X OF X H a M i ^ C C A i M A M JJ 
X h i i ; t i A i i l i i A H V i s l K i d ^ S i K X H i ^ W U & A l i 
i ) £ i A i i i l i U i t f i X i i X U £ P H O H I B I Z O & X A l t ! ) 
j ' i s i A A L l i a « ^ U i i i C X i U i A 5 
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CHAPTER TWO 
A brief survey of the MECCAN and the MADINAH verses in 
the Quran dealing with the prohibitory and penal injunc-
tions. 
SYNOPSIS 
(A) MECOAN PERIOD 
Verses pertaining to 
1. Adultery 
2. Killing of children 
3. Killing of daughter 
4. Forbidden food 
5. Murder and killing 
6. Orphan's property 
7. Weight and measures 
8. Squandering 
9» Duty towards parents 
10, Arrogance and inso-
lence 
(B) MADIHAH PERIOD 
Verses pertaining to 
1. Adultery and Iiewdness 
2. Aggression 
3. Avarice and hoarding 
4. Backbiting and spying 
5. Killing and murder 
6. Lex Talionis or retalia-
tion (QISiS) 
7. Suicide 
8. Bribery 
9. Conspiracy 
10. Covetousness and envy 
11. Disobedience (of Allah and 
his Messenger) 
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12. Strong drinks and gaaea 
of chance 
13. Fighting 
14. Forbidden food 
15. Idolatry 
16. Persecution 
17. Slander 
18. Theft 
19. Highway robbery and freason 
20. Usury 
2 1 . Orphan's property 
An analysis of the verses. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
PROHIBITORY AND PENAL INJUNCTIONS IN QURAN 
We shall first offer the Eagllsh translation of 
all those Quranic verses which mention the forbidd«a 
acts, and also those which specify certain punishments. 
These verses are chosen after going through the English 
translation of Holy Quran by MARMADUKE MOHAMMAD PICKTiiALL, 
published by the Islamic Literature Publishing House, 
Basavangudi, Bangalore~4, 1932. Where, for the sake of 
precision and clarity, the Snglish translation of the 
verses by any other.translator is preferred, his name is 
duly mentioned in the footnotes at the end of the psige. 
The Quranic verses are offered under two divisions; 
Meccan and Madinite. 
(A) MECCAN PERIOD 
ADULTERY; 
"And come not near under adultery. Lot it is an 
abomination and evil way," (17: 32)* 
•Within bracket, the first number stands for Surah, 
while the second number for Aayat, 
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KILLING OF CHILDREN: 
"Say, come, I will rehearse that which your Lord 
hath forbidden you} (that Is to say) that ye be not 
guilty of Idolatry, and (that ye show) kindness to (your) 
parents, and that ye murder not your children (for fear) 
lest ye be reduced to poverty: We will provide for you 
and them; and draw not near unto heinous crimes, neither 
openly nor in secret; amd slay not the soul which Crod 
hath forbidden (you to slay), unless for a just cause* 
This hath He enjoined you that ye may understand" 
(6: 151)"^ 
"Slay not your children, fearing a fall to poverty, 
we shall provide for them and for you, Lol the slaying 
of them Is great sin," (17: 31) 
KILLING OF LAUGHTER: 
"When if one of them recelveth tidings of the birth 
of a female, his face remadneth darkened, he is wroth 
inwardly" (16: 58) 
"He hideth himself from the folk because of the 
evil of that whereof he hath had tidings, (asking him-
self): shall toe keep it in contempt, or bury it beneath 
the dust. Verily evil is their judgment," (16: 59) 
"And when the girl-child that was burled alive is 
asked, Por what sin she was slain." (81: 8 & 9) 
1, Translation of Quran by GEORGE SALE. 
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gORBIBDEN F003): 
**Eat of that over which the name of Allah hath 
been mentioned. If ye are believers In Hie revela-
tions". (6: 118) 
"How should ye not eat of that over which the name 
of Allah hath been mentioned, when He hath explained 
unto you that which is forbidden unto you, unless ye 
are compelled thereto* But lo! many are led astray \fy 
their own lusts through ignorance, Lo{ thy Lord, He is 
Best, Aware of the transgressors'*. (6: 119) 
"And eat not of that whereon Allah's name hath not 
been mentioned, for loi it is abomination. Lol the devils 
do Inspire their minions to dispute with you. But if ye 
obey th«n, ye will be in truth idolaters." (6: 121) 
"Say: I find not in that which is reveailed unto me 
aught prohibited to an eater that he eat thereof, except 
it be' carrion, or blood poured forth, or swine flesh — 
for that verily is foul — or the abomination which was 
Immolated to the name other than Allah. But whose is 
compelled (thereto), neither craving nor transgressing, 
(for him) 16 I thy Lord is Forgiving, Merciful." 
(6: 145). 
"So eat of the lawful and good food which Allah 
hath provided for you, and thank the bounty of your 
Lord if it is Him ye serve." (16: 114) 
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"He hath forbidden for you only carrion and blood 
and swine flesh and that which had been inunolated in 
the name of any other than Allah; but he who is driven 
thereto, neither craving nor transgressing, lol then 
Allah is Forgiving, Merciful." (16: 115) 
MURDER OR KILLINa 
"And slay not the life which Allah hath forbidden 
save with right. Whose is slain wrongfully, we have 
2 
given power imto his heir (to demand Qisas or to forgive)t 
but let him not commit excess in slaying. Lo{ he will be 
helped." (17i 33) 
ORPHAN'S PROPERTY; 
"Come not near the wealth of the orphan save with 
3 that which is better (Except to improve it)'^ till he 
come to strength; and keep the covehant. LoJ of the 
covenant it will be asked", (17: 34) 
WEIGHT AND MEASURES: 
"Fill the measure when ye measure; and weigh with 
a right balance; that is meet, and better in the end" 
(17: 35) 
2, Only bracketed portion taken from translation of 
Quran by Abdullah Yusuf Ali. 
3. Only bracketed portion from Abdullah Yusuf Ali. 
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SQOAMDERIMG: 
"Giye the kinsman his due, and the needy, and 
the wayfarer, and squander not (thy wealth) in 
wantonness."( 17: 26) 
"Loi The squanderers were ever brothers of the 
devils, and the devil was ever an ingrate to his 
Lord." (17: 27) 
DUTY TOWARDS PARENTS: 
"Thy Lord had decreed that ye worship none bat 
Hia, and that ye be kind to parents. Whether one or 
both of them attain old age in thy life, say not to them 
a word of contempt, nor repel th^i, but address them in 
terms of honour." (17: 23) 
"And out of kindness, lower to them the wing of 
humility, and say: "My Lord! bestow on th&n Thy Mercy 
even as they cherished me in childhood." (17: 24) 
ARROGAHCE AKP XNSOLEMCE: 
"Nor walk on earth with insolence: for thou canst 
not rend the earth as-under, nor reach the mountains in 
height" (17: 37)^ 
4. Translation of Qur'an by Abdullah Yusuf Ali. 
5. Ibid. 
6. Ibid. 
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(B) MADINAH PERIOP 
APULIERY AHD LEWDNESS; 
"As t&x those of your women who are guilty of 
lewdness, call to witness four of you against th«a. And 
If they testify (to the truth of the allegation) then 
confine thcis to the houses matll death take thwa or (until ) 
Allah appoint for them a way (through new legislation)" 
(4n5) 
"And as for the two of you who are guilty thereof, 
punish them both. And If they repent and Improve, then 
let th&a. be, Lo!. Allah Is ever Relenting, Merciful." 
(4; 16) 
"0 ye who bellevel It Is not lawful for you for-
cibly to Inherit the women (of your deceased kinsmen), 
nor (that) ye should put constraint upon them that ye 
may take away a part of that which ye have given them, 
unless they be guilty of flagrant lewdness. But consort 
with thea In kindness, for If ye hate them It may happen 
that ye hate a thing wherein Allah hath placed much 
good." (4: 19) 
NOTE; The underlined portions of the verses show the 
prescribed worldly punishment mentioned In Quran. 
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"The adulterer and the adultress, ecourage ye each 
one of them (with) "a hundred atrlpes. And let not the 
pity for the twain withhold you from obedience to Allah, 
if ye believe in Allah and the Last Day. And let a party 
of believers witness their punishment.** (24: 2) 
"And those who accuse honourable women but bring 
not four witnesses, scourage them (with) eighty stripes 
and never (afterward) accept their testimony — they 
indeed are evil-doers ~ " (24: 4) 
"Save those who afterwards repent and make amends. 
(For such) loJ Allah is Forgiving, Merciful".(24: 5) 
"As for those who accuse their wives but have no 
witness except thosselves; let the testimony of one of 
them be four testimonies, (swearing) by.« Allah that he 
is of those who speak the truth; (24: 6) 
"And yet a fifth. Invoking the curse of Allah on 
him if he is of those who lie." (24: 7) 
"And it shall avert the punishment from her if she 
bear witness before Allah four times that the thing he 
saith is indeed false."(24:8) 
"And a fifth (time) that the wrath of Allah be upon 
her if he speaketh truth." (24: 9) 
"And had it not been for the grace of Allah and His 
mercy unto you, and that Allah IE Clement, Wise, (ye had 
been undone)" (24: 10) 
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"0 ye wives of the Prophet! Whosoever of you 
committeth manifest lewdness, the punishmtfit for her 
will he doubled, and that is easy for Allah," (53: 30) 
A6GRE8SI0M: 
"Fight in the way of Allah against those who fight 
against you, but begin not hostilities, LoS Allah loveth 
not aggressors," (2: 190) 
"Whose doeth that through aggressi^i and injustice 
We shall cast him into Fire, and that is easy for Allah." 
(4: 30) 
AVARICE AMD HOARDING; 
"And let not those who hoard up that which Allah 
has bestowed upon them of His bounty think that it is 
Isetter for them. Hay, it is worse for them. That which 
they hoard will be their collar on the day of resurrection, 
Allah is the heritage of the heavens and the earth, and 
Allah is informed of what ye do," (3: 180) 
"Verily Allah heard the saying of those who saidj 
(when asked for contributions to the war): "Allah for-
7 
sooth, is poor and we are rich!' We shall record their 
saying with their slaying of the prophets wrongfully 
and we shall say: Taste ye the punishment of burning." 
(3: 181) 
7. A saying of some Jews of Al'-Madinah. 
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"Who hoard their wealth and «ijoin avarice on 
others, and hide that which Allah hath heetowed upon 
th«si of His bounty. For disbelievers we prepare a 
shameful doom." (4: 37) 
"0 ye who believe! Lot many of the (Jewish) 
rabbis and the (Christian) monks devour the wealth of 
mankind wantonly and debar (men) from the way of Allah. 
Theywho hoard up gold and silver and spend it not in the 
way of Allah, unto them give tidings (0 Muhammad) of a 
painful dooi|,« (9i 34). 
"On the day when it will (all) be heated in the 
fire of hell, and their foreheads and their flanks and 
their backs will be branded therewith (and it will be 
said unto them): Here is that which ye hoarded for your-
selves. Now taste of what ye used to hoard.**(9: 35) 
"LoS ye are those who are called to spend in the 
way of Allah, yet among you there are some who hoard. And 
as for him who hoardeth, he hoardeth only from his soul, 
And Allah is the Rich, and ye are the poor. And if ye 
turn away He will exchange you for some other folk, and 
they w411 not be the likes of you." (47: 38) 
B^QOITIHG AND SPYING: 
"0 ye who believel Shun much suspicion; for loJ 
some suspicion is a crime. And a^y not, neit/ier backbite 
one another. Would one of you love to eat the flesh of 
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his dead brother? Ye abhor that (so abhor the other)! 
And keep your duty (to Allah). 16{ Allah is Relenting, 
Merciful," (49:12) 
KILLIHG AMD MURJEH: 
"It is not for a believer to kill a believer unless 
(it be) by mistake. He who hath killed a believer by 
mistake must set free a believing slave, and P€iy the 
bloodnnoney to the family of the slain, unless they 
remit it as a charity* If he (the victim) be of a people 
hostile unto you, suid he is a believer, then (the penance 
is) to set free a believing plave. And if he cometh of a 
folk between whom and you there is a covenant, then the 
blood-money must be paid unto his folk and (also a 
believing slave must be set free. And those hath not the 
wherewithal must fast two consecutive months. A penance 
from Allah, Allah is knower, Wise." (4:92) 
"Whose slayth a believer of set purpose, his reward 
is hell forever. Allah is wroth against him and He hath 
cursed him and prepared for him an awful doom." (4:93) 
"For that cause we decreed for the children of Israel 
that whosoever killeth a human being for other than man-
slaughter or corruption in the earth, it shall be as if 
he ^ d killed all mankind, and whose saveth the life of 
one it shall be as if he had saved the life of all man-
kind. Our messengers came unto them of old with clear 
proofs (of Allah's Sovereignty), but afterwards lol 
many of th^n became prodigals in the earth." (5:35) 
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LSX TALIOKIS OR REIALIATIOS (QlSXS)t 
"0 ye who believel Retaliation is prescribed for 
you in tl^ matter of the mtirdered; the freanan for the 
freeittan. and the slave for the slave, and the female 
for the fwaale. And for him. who is forgiven somewhat 
by his (injured) brother, prosecution according to usage 
and paymqat unto him in kindness. This is an alleviation 
and a mercy from your Lord. He who transgresseth after 
this will have a painful doom," (2:178) 
"And there is life for you in retaliation, 0 men of 
understanding, that ye may ward dff (evil)" (2: 179) 
"And We prescribed for them therein; The life for 
the life, and the eve for the eye, and the nose for the 
nose, and the ear for the ear, and the tooth for the 
tooth, and for wounds retaJLiation. But whose foregoeth 
it (in the way of charity) it shall be expiation for him. 
Whose judgeth not by that which Allah hath revealed: such 
are wrong doers." (5:4-8) 
SUICIDE; 
"0 true believers, consume not your wealth among 
Q 
yourself in vanity; unless there be merchandising among 
you by mutual consent: neither slay yourselves; for God 
Q 
is Merciful towards you."^(4:29) 
8, That is, «aploy it not in things prohibited by God; 
such as usury, extortion, rapine, gaming and the 
like (AL-BEIDlWI) 
9. Translation of Quran by GEORGE SALE. 
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"And whoever doth this maliciously and wickedly, 
He will surely cast him to be boiled in (hell) firej and 
this is easy with God."^° (4J50) 
BRIBERY: 
"And eat not up your property among yourselYea in 
vanity, nor seek by it to gain the hearing of the judges 
that ye may knowingly devour a portion of the property of 
others wrongfully." (2:188) 
CONSPIRACY: 
"Hast thou not observed those who were forbidden 
conspiracy and afterward returned to that which they had 
been forbidden, and (now) conspire together for crime and 
wrongdoing and disobedience toward the messenger? And 
when they come unto thee they greet thee with a greeting 
wherewith Allah greeteth thee not, and say within thos-
selves: Why should Allah punish us for what we say? 
Hell will suffice them; they will feel the heat thereof ^ -
a hapless journey's end! (58: 8) 
"0 ye who believel when ye conspire together, cons-
pire not to(sether for crime and wrong-doing aJid disobe-
dience toward the messenger, but conspire together for 
righteousness and piety, and keep your duty toward Allah, 
unto whom y e will be gathered," (58:9) 
10. Ibid. 
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"Lo! conspiracy is only of the devil, that he may 
vex those who believe; hut he can ham thcHo not at all 
xrnless by Allah's leave. In Allah let believers put 
their trust," (58:10) 
COYBTOUSHESS AND BKTTt 
"And covet not the thing in which Allah hath made 
some of you excel others. Unto men a fortune from that 
which they have earned, and unto women a fortune from that 
which they have earned.(Envy not one another) but ask 
Allah of his bounty. Lo! Allah is ever knower of all 
things." (4:32) 
DISOBEDIENCE (OP ALLAH AKD HIS MESSESQER): 
"And whose disobeyeth Allah and Hi& messenger and 
transgresseth His limits, He will make him enter Fire, 
where he will dwell forever; his will be a shameful 
doom«"(4:14) 
STRONG DRINKS AND GAMES OF CHAKOE: 
"The question thee about strong drinic and games of 
chance. Say: In both is great sin, and (some) utility 
for men; but the sin of th^n is greater than their useful-
ness. And they ask thee what they ought to spend. Say: 
That which is superfluous. Thus Allah maketh plain to 
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you (His) revelations, that haply ye nay reflect," 
(2:219) 
**0 ye who helievel Draw not near unto prayer when 
ye 8Lre drunken, till ye know that which ye utter, nor 
when ye are polluted, save when journeying upon the road, 
till ye have bathed. And if ye be ill, or on a journey, 
or one of you cometh from th6 closet, or ye have touched 
women, and ye find not water, then go to high clean soil 
and rub your faces and your bands (therewith)• Lol 
Allah is Benign, Forgiving".(4:43) 
"0 ye who believe! Strong drink and games of chance 
and idols and divining arrows are only an infamy of Satan's 
handiwork. Leave it aside in order that ye may succeed. 
(5:93) 
"Satan seeketh only to cast among you enmity and 
hatred by means of strong drink and games of chance, and 
to turn you from ronemberance of Allah and from (His) 
worship. Will ye then have done?" (5:94) 
FIGHglMG: 
"Let those fight in the way of Allah who sell the 
life of this world for the other. Whose fighteth in the 
way of Allah, be he slain or be he victorious, on him 
We shall bestow a vast reward."(4:74) 
"How should ye not fight for the cause of Allah 
auid of the feeble among men and of the women and the 
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children who are crying: Our LordI Bring us forth from 
11 
out this town of which the people are oppfessorsi Oh, 
give us from Thy presence some def^derl" (4:73) 
"Those who believe do battle for the cause of Allah; 
and those who disbelieve do battle for the cause of idols}^ 
So fight the minions of the devil, LoJ the devil*s 
strategy is ever weak." (4:76) 
"0 ye who believel When ye go forth (to fight) in the 
way of Allah, be careful to discriminate, and say not unto 
one who offereth you peace: "Thou art not a believer," 
seeking the chance profits of this life (so that ye may 
despoil him). With Allah are plenteous spoils* Even 
thus (as he now is) were ye before; but Allah hath since 
then been gracious unto you. Therefore take care to dis-
criminate. Allah is ever Informed of what ye do." (4:94) 
"Fight against such of those who have been given the 
scriptures as believe not in Allah nor the Last Day, and 
forbid not that which Allah hath forbidden by His messen-
ger, and follow not the Religion of Truth, until they pay 
the tribute^^ readily, being brought Low."(9i29) 
11* Mecca ( tLL—^ ) 
12. Ta£[hoot ( Clj>frU» ) 
13. JIZYAH ( ^—s^ ) 
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"Sanction is given unto those who fight because 
they have been wronged; and Allah is indeed Able to sLve 
them vlctory|"(22j39) 
"Those who have been driven from their homes un-
justly only because they said: Our Lord Is Allah —> For had 
It not been for Allah's repelling some men by means of 
others* cloisters and churches and oratories and mosques, 
wherein the name of Allah Is often mentioned, would 
assuredly have been pulled down. Verily Allah helpeth one 
who helpeth Him, Lol Allah Is Strong, Almighty — " 
(22J40) 
FORBIDDiai FOOD; 
"0 ye who bellevel Eat the good things where with 
We have provided you, and render thanks to Allah if It is 
(Indeed). He whom ye worship,"(2:172) 
"He hath forbidden you only csorrlon, and blood, and 
swlneflesh, and that which hath been immolated to (the 
name of) any other than Allah. But he who is driven by 
necessity, neither craving nor transgressing, it is no 
sin for him. Lo! Allah is Forgiving, Merciful," 
(2:175) 
"Forbidden unto you (for food) are carrion and 
blood and swlneflesh, and that which hath been dedicated 
unto any other than Allah, and the strangled, and the 
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dead through beating, and the dead through JC^ lllng from 
a height, and that which hath been killed by (the goring 
of) home, sa,ving that which ye make lawful (by the death 
stroke), and that which hath been Immolated unto idols. 
And (forbidden is it) that ye swear by the devining 
arrows. This is an abomination. This day are those who 
disbelieve in despair of (ever hetrming) your religion; so 
fear them not, fear Mel This day have I perfected your 
religion for you and completed Hy favour unto you, and 
have chosen for you as religion AL-ISLAN. Whose is forced 
by hunger, not by will, to sini (for him) lo! Allah is 
Forgiving, Merciful."(5:4) 
IDOLATRY: 
"Lo! Allah forgiveth not that a partner should be 
ascribed unto Him. He forgiveth (all) save that to whom 
He will. Whose ascribeth partners to Allah, he hath in>-
deed invented a treiendous sin."(4:48) 
"Hast thou not seen those who praise th^aselves for 
purity. Nay, Allah purlfieth whom He will, and they will 
not be wronged even the hair upon a datestone."(4:49) 
"See how they invent lies about Allah! That of it-
self is flagrant sin."(4:50) 
"Hast thou not seen those unto whom a portion of 
the scripture hath been given, how they believe in idols 
and false deities (lAGHOOT). and how they say of those 
(idolaters) who disbelieve: "These are more rightly 
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guided than those who believe?" (4:51) 
"Those are they whom Allah hath cursed, and he whoa 
Allah hath cursed, thou (0 Muhammad) wilt find for him no 
helper." (4s52) 
"Lo! Allah pardoneth not that partners should be 
ascribed unto Him. He pardoneth all save that to whom He 
will. Whose ascrlbeth partners unto Allah hath wandered 
for astray," (4:116) 
14 
"They Invoke In His stead only fcsnales^  they pray 
to none else than Satan, a rebel" (4:117) 
"Vhom Allah cursed, and he said: Surely I will take 
of Thy bondmen an appointed portion." (4:118) 
"And surely 1 will lead them astray, and surely I will 
arouse desires In them, and surely I will commeoid thooa and 
they will cut the catties* ears and surely I will command 
them and they will change Allah's creation. Whose chooseth 
Satan for a patron Instead of Allah Is verily a loser and 
his lost Is manifest (4:119) 
"He promlseth them and atlrreth up desires In them, 
and Satan promlseth them only to beguile." (4:120) 
"For such, their habitation will be hell, and they 
will find no refuge therefrom." (4:121) 
"But as for those who believe and do good works We 
shall bring th^n into Gardens underneath which rivers 
f).ow, where In they will abide for ever. It Is a promise 
from Allah In truth; and who can be more truthful than 
14. The idols which the pagan Arabs worshipped were all 
female. 
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Allah In utterance? (4:122) 
PERSECUTIOHi 
"Fight in the way of Allah against those who fight 
against you» but begin not hostilities. Lo! Allah loveth 
not aggressors,"(2:190) 
"And slay thaa wherever ye find them, and drive them 
out of the places whence they drove you out, for persecu-
tion is worse than slaughter. And fight not with than at 
the Invittlable Place of Worship -^  untill they first attack 
you there, but if they attack you (there) then slay them. 
Such is the reward of disbelievers." (2:191) 
"But if they desist then lot Allah is Forgiving, 
Merciful."(2:192) 
"And fight them until persecution is no more, and 
religion is for Allah. But if they desist, then let there 
be no hostility except against wrong-doers."(2:193) 
"They question thee (0 Mohammad) with regard to warfare 
in the sacred month. Say: Warfare therein is a great 
(transgression), but to turn (mm) from the way of Allah, 
and to disbelieve in Him and the Inviolable Place of 
Worship, and to expel His people thence, is a greater with 
Allah, for persecution is worse than killing. And they 
15. Masjid-il-Haram. (*\jM<Aje^-^ ^V-la-
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will not cease from fighting against you till they have 
made you rwiegade from your religion, if they can. And 
whose hecometh a renegade and dieth in his disbelief: Such 
are they whose works have fallen both in the world and the 
Hereafter. Such are rightful owners of the Piret They will 
abide therein." (2:217) 
"Lo! those who believe, and those who «nigrate (to 
escape the persecution) and strive in the way of Allah, 
these have hope of Allah's Mercy. Allah is Forgiving, 
Merciful."(2:218) 
SLAHDER:-^^ 
"And whose comaitteth a delinquency or crime, then 
throweth (the blame) thereof upon the innocent, hath bur-
dened himself with falsehood and flagrant crime.'^  (4:112) 
"Lo! they who spread the slander are a gang among 
you. Dean it not a bad thing for you; nay, it is good for 
you. Unto every man of them (will be paid) that which he 
hath earned of the sin; and as for him among them who had 
the greater share therein, his will be an awful doom." 
(24:11) 
16. Some of the verses related to this topic containing the 
punishment of false charge labelled against chaste and 
pious women already appeared under Adultery; (24: 4 to 101 
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"Why did not the believers, men and wonen, when ye 
heard it, think good of their own folk, and say: it is 
a manifest untruth? (24:12) 
"Vhy did they not produce four witnesses? Since 
they produce not witnesses, they verily are liars in the 
sight of Allah."(24:15) 
"Had it not heen for the grace of Allah and His 
mercy unto you in the world and the Hereafter, an awful 
doom had overtaken you for that whereof ye murmured* ** 
(24:14) 
"When ye welcomed it with your tongues and uttered 
with your mouths that whereof ye had no knowledge, ye 
counted it a trifle. In the sight,of Allah it is very 
great."(24:15) 
"Wherefor, when ye heard it, said ye not: it is not 
for us to speak of this. Glory be to thee (0 Allah)! 
This is awful calumny." (24:16) 
"Allah admonisheth you that ye repeat not the like 
thereof ever, if ye are (in truth) believers." (24:17) 
"And He expoundeth unto you the revelations. Allah 
is knower, Wise."(24:18) 
'"Lo! those who love the slander should be spread 
concerning those who believe, theirs will be a painful 
punishment in the world and the Hereafter. Allah 
Knoweth. Ye know not." (24: 19) 
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"Had it not been for the grace of Allah and His 
mercy unto you, and that Allah is Clement, Merciful, 
(ye had been undone)" (24:20) 
"Those who slsinder chaste women, indiscreet but 
believing, are cursed in this life and in the Hereafter; 
For them is a grevious Penalty*" (24:23) 
"On the Day when their tongues, their hands, and 
their feet will bear witness against them as to their 
actions."-^® (24: 24) 
"On that Day God will pay them back (all) their just 
dues, and they will realise that God is the (very) Truth, 
that makes all things manifest,"^ (24:25) 
"Lo! those who malign Allah and His messenger, Allah 
hath cursed them in the world and the Hereafter, and hath 
prepared for "Uiem the doom of the disdained." (33:57) 
"And those who malign believing men and believing 
women undeservedly, they bear the guilt of slander and 
manifest sin." (33:58) 
THEFf: 
"As far the thief, both male and female, cut-off 
t he i r hands. I t i s the reward of the i r own deeds, an 
17. From t ransla t ion of the Quran by Abdullah Yusuf Ali 
18. Ibid . 
19. Ibid. 
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•xcBQplary punlshinait from Allah. Allah is Mighty, 
Wise." (5i41) 
"But whose repenteth after his wrong<-<ioing and 
amendeth, lol Allah will relent toward hia. Lol Allah 
is Forgiving, Merciful." (5:42) 
"0 Prophet! If helieving women come unto thee* 
taking oath of allegiance unto thee that they will as-
cribe no thing as partner unto Allah, and will neither 
steal nor commit adultery nor kill their children, nor 
produce any lie that they have devised between their hands 
20 
and feet, nor disobey thee in what is right, then 
accept their allegiance and ask Allah to forgive tneia. 
Lo! Allah is Forgiving, Merciful."(60:12) 
HIGHWAY RQBBiaY AND TREASON: 
"The only reward of those who make war upon Allah and 
His messenger and strive after corruption in the land will 
be that they will be killed or crucified, or have their 
hands and feet on alternate sides cut off, or will be 
expelled out of the land. Such will be their degradation 
in the world, and in the Hereafter theirs will be an awful 
doom}" (5:36) 
20. This is called the women's oath of allegiance. It was 
the oath exacted from men also untill the second pact 
of A]>AQABAH when the duty of defence was added to the 
men's oath. 
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"Save those who repent before ye overpower thai. For 
know that Allah is Forgiving, Merciful." (5J37) 
USURY: 
"Those who swallow usury cannot rise up save as he 
ariseth whom the devil hath prostrated by (his) touch. 
That is because they say: Trade is just like usury; where-
as Allah permitteth trading and forbiddeth usury. He unto 
whom an admonition from hie Lord cometh, and (he) refrainth 
(in obedience thereto) he shall keep (the profit of) that 
which is past, and his affair (henceforth) is with Allah. 
As for him who retumeth (to usury) — such are rightful 
owners of the Fire. They will abide therein." (2x275) 
"Allah hath blighted usury and made CLLms-giving 
fruitful. Allah loveth not the impious and guilty."(2:276) 
"0 ye who believe} Observe your duty to Allah, emd 
give-up what remaineth (due to you) from usury, if ye are 
(in truth) believers," (2:278) 
"And if ye do not, then be weomed of war (against you) 
from Allah and His messenger. And if you repent, then ye 
have your principal (without interest). Wrong not, and ye 
shall not be wronged," (2:279) 
"And if the debtor is in strained circumstances, then 
(let there be) postponement to (the time of) ease; and 
that ye remit the debt as alms-giving would be better for you 
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if ye did Imt know. "(2;280) 
"And guard yourselyes against a day in which ye will 
"be brought hack to Allah, Then every soul will he paid in 
full that which it hath earned, and they will not be 
wronged." (2i281) 
"0 ye who believe! Devour not usury, doubling and 
quadrupling (the sum lent), Ohaerve your duty to Allah, 
that ye may be successful, (3:130) 
"And ward off (froa yourselves) the live prepared for 
disbelievers."(3*151) 
"Because of the wrong-doing of the Jews We forbade 
them good things which were (before) made lawful unto th«B, 
and because of their much hindering from Allah's way." 
(4:160) 
"And of their taking usury when they were forbidden it, 
and of their devouring people's wealth by false pretence. 
We have prepared for those of them who disbelieve a painful 
doom" (4:161) 
ORPHAS'S PROP^TY: 
"They ask thee concerning orphans. Say: "The best 
thing to do is what is for their good? If ye mix their 
affairs with yours, they are your brethem; but God knows 
the man who means mischief from the man who means good. 
And if God had wished, He could have put you into 
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difflculUes: He is Indeed Bxalted In Power, Vise.*'^^ 
(2:220) 
"GlTe unto orphans their wealth. Sxchange not the 
good for the had (in your management thereof) nor absorb 
their wealth into your own wealth, Lo! that would be a 
great sin."(4:2) 
"Prove orphans till they reach the marriageable age{ 
then, if ye find than of sojind ;}udgment, deliver over unto 
them their fortune; and devour it not by squandering and in 
haste lest they should grow up. Whose (of the guardians) is 
rich, let him abstain generously (from taking pf the proper-
ty of orphans); and whose is poor let him take thereof in 
reason (for his guardian-ship). And when ye deliver up 
their fortune unto orphans, have (the transaction) wit-
nessed in their pres^ice. Allah sufficeth as a Reckoner." 
(4:6) 
— o o O o o — 
21, Translation of the Quran by Abdullah Yusuf Ali. 
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We ^all now proceed to analyse the l^ aslc ttapkases, 
values auid principles of the Quranic verses enlisted above. 
The first most conspicuous matter which holds our 
attention is that the idea of punishment through social 
authority is not at all emphasised in the Quranic verses 
belonging to the Meccan period. Actions mentioned and for-
bidden in this period pertain to idolatry: adultery: 
killing of children (both male and female): wilful murder: 
eating of something on which God*s name has not been men-
tioned: eating of the carrion, pork and blood: preservation 
of orphan*e property: application oi just weight and mea-
suy0p: squandering: arrogance and insplencet and fulfilment 
of duties towards parents. Though the present list can 
not be claimed as exhaustive on account of limitations of 
time and space, yet it enables us to inquire into some 
major acts forbidden by the Holy Scripture. 
It so appears that in the Meccan period the Prophet did 
not have the required civil authority to execute punishment, 
and, in such a case, divine orders did not prescribe punish-
ments as they could not be materialized. Moreover the 
22 Meccan community was small and compact and the incidences 
of actual crime were almost nil. The crimes to which the 
Meccan surahs refer are, nevertheless very serious. Ido-
latry tops the list because Islam was determined to abolish 
it completely. It was more than a crime, it was a grave 
22. Muslim community of Mecca. 
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sin, it was totally unlslamic, it could not be tolerated 
at any cost and for any one who had once for all accepted 
Islam. Adulteigor was yet another major crime. The naphasis 
on adultery in the Meccan verses is more in the manner of 
clearly stating the fact that the sex norms of the Muslim 
converts should be altogether different from those of the 
pagan past. The ban on the killing of f«Bale children "^  was 
the first most general social attack of Islam on their old 
Arab customs. The reference to killing of the individual is 
again in the interest of lifting the Arabs out of the tribal 
blood feuds and teaching th@n the revolutionary idea that 
each hximan life was worthy of respect. The prohibitions re-
garding food were* on the one hand, linked with the aboli-
tion of idolatry and, on the other, with the values of 
cleanliness and self-discipline. The protection of the pro-
perty of helpless and destitute orphans from the lavish hands 
of its custodians, the directives to weigh with a just balance, 
the refusal to permit a squanderer's life, the disapproval 
towards the unaffable acts of arrogance and insolence, and 
the command to pay proper respect to the parents were some 
other IslcuDic measures that were aimed at changing the modes 
of barbarous and uncivilized Arab life. Thus we find that 
23. The pagan Arabs were accustomed of burying alive their 
finale children. 
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bxie rexi^ious auu %kie aiorai &sp«cia oi' aucli v«r8«8 are aiore 
l>reao^iaant ouriu^ Uie heccaa j^erlod. 
in* situatioa ciiaD^ea to a very great extent in 
t^aoinan. ine Jt^ ropnet had now obtained tne ueceaeary autho-
rity over c iv i l ana po l i t i ca l afz'aira. He iiad entered into 
a«»reeiaent witn the dil'lerent censtituenta eX the aociety 
ol' ritadinah. The Mualim oOiAuiunlty had now to grew into a 
fuliledged c i v i l and po l i t i ca l body. Hence a very large 
uuiaber of prohibitions in thia period and alae the emergence 
ol' both the notion and execution of puniahaenta. Lewdneaa 
of woiueni adul tery; inheritinit; wotaen belonging to the 
ueceaaed relativeat afe^resaion; avarice and hoarding; aue-
uicion; oaacbiting and apyin^i k i l l ing of the ie i iever by 
the believer; retal iat ion; auicide; bribery; criminal cona-
oiracy; covetouanesa and envy: diaobedience of Allah ana 
Hi a Messenger; atren<^ drink a and aaiaea of chance; fikhtin^ 
forbidaen food; idolatry; peraeoutien; alander; theft; high-
way robbery and treaaon; uaury; wrongful conauiaption of 
orphan's property; fii^ure prooinently in the l i a t of the 
prohibited ana forbiaaen acta, ^o far aa the puniahaent la 
concerneu acuiltery ^eta the laoat severe verdict — one 
nuuared stripes ~ ; so also ia the iewdneas of the 
woiuen punished ti^ their confiaeoient withen the four-walls 
01 tue house until their ultimate end ( i . e . their death )« 
iPalse accusation against honourable and chaste woiiien i s the 
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next most severe crime to be punished with eighty lashes. 
In social crimes, usury is vehemently condemned to the 
extent that the Prophet is commanded to wage a holy war 
against those who did not give up this practice. Among the 
severe physical punishments theft invites amputation of the 
hands* while the heinous crimes like highway robbery and 
treason are punished with either the capital punishment, 
or cutting of the hands and feet of the culpxlt on alter-
nate sides, or his expulsion from the native land. This 
brief analysis brings out a few very significant aspects of 
the Quranic concepts of crime and punishment: 
1. The list of prohibitions far more outweighs the list of 
punishments. 
2. Sex and fiscal crimes, and treason asked for the 
severest penal steps. 
3. Murder is allowed to be retaliated in a likewise manner, 
or else, it is made light by providing Dlyah. 
4. Some of the offences pertaining to drinks and food and 
games of chance are left without their penal corollaries. 
5. Some of the most serious moral, religious and spiritual 
offences like suspicion, backbiting, spying, hypocracy, 
envy, slander, etc are also without references to punish-
ment in the Madinah verses. 
6. Hoarding is picked up as one of the most serious eco-
nomic crimes, again without any penal specification. 
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7. But with regard to all those offences concerning which 
no punishment is mentioned, the Quran Invokes a very 
strong eschatologlcal curse and punishment of God, 
8. It so appears that the actual Injixnctlons of the Quran 
both In the Mecca and Madinah regarded the punishment 
on the Day of Judgment as more Immediate and immlnant 
than the punishment In this world. Hence the Quranic 
Insistence on the punishment by God as more aerere than 
the punishment by any worldly authority, 
We shall, In the next chapter deal with the concept 
of crime in detail, 
— - 0 0 0 0 0 — -
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE CONCEPT OP CRIHE IN THE QURAN 
SYNOPSIS 
1, Dual nature of the Qux^mic terminology 
2, Distinction l}etween *Bin* and 'crime* 
3. Concepts of "Divine Rights* ( cW^qyt*-) and "human 
rights" (^UlcJ^) 
4. A classification of sins 
3* 'crimes and punishments* — A sociological study. 
6. An Islamic definition of crime 
7. Mens Rea (criminal intention) 
8. Kinds of crime 
(A) Social Crimes, or Crimes against the society 
(B) Political crimes, or Crimes against the State, and 
(C) Economic Crimes 
9. Table showing major crimes for which specific 
punishments are mentioned in the Quran 
10, Rule of discretion of the Judge (QazI) in respect 
of those crimes for which no specific l>uni8hment 
is prescribed in the Quran. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE CONCEPT OP CRIME IN THE QURAN 
Any attempt to develop the concept of crime from the 
Quran poses certain very challenging problems. We know 
that the Qurar. ie a scripture, and by virtue of being a 
scripture it has its own style of expression and emphasis. 
A scripture uses both the literal and the symbolic methods. 
Belxig the Commandment of God, a scripture is both historical 
and beyond history. It is Involved in the world but also 
poiKts out its mortal ehai'acter and its ultimate end. This 
Intermixture of world and transcendence makes all ideas in 
the Quran having a dual value — both worldly and other-
worldly. This is very mueh so regarding the concept of 
cxlme. Being an act taking place in society it has a social 
significance: but being also an act that has other-worldly 
consequences it is a metaphysical event related to the 
ultimate destiny of the actor. The Quranic usages of error, 
sin, cruality. Injustice, arrogance, forgetfulness, denial 
of truth, thanklessness, crime and digression all have at 
one and the same time both social and meta-social impli-
cations. It is in the light of this special character of 
the scriptural formulations that the very first task of 
our present study is to specify the actual and concrete 
meaning of * crime*. 
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W« have already seen In the forgoing chapter that 
the Quran specifies two distinct types of prohibitions: 
one, the punishment of which is postponed till the final 
Day of Judgment; and the other the punishment of which is 
prescribed in this very world and is inflicted by competent 
authorities in the Muslim Society. We can, therefore, 
tentatively assume that those prohibited acts for which 
punishment from God is due on the Bay of Judgment, fall 
iinder the catagory of SINS; and those, for which punishment 
is due in this world and at the human hands, fall under 
the catagory of CRIMES. It is in this context that the 
Quran refers to the concept of HUDOD or limits set by God. 
* These are the limits imposed by Allah, so approach them 
not. Thus Allah expoundeth His revelations to mankind 
that they may ward off (evil)'. j| 2: t87j 
These Hudud or limits, however include both sin and crime, 
and this must be so because a religion cannot have two 
separate concepts of error. A religious view of life 
should be totallstic and, therefore, the ambivalence of the 
concepts of sin and crime in the Quran is one of its 
supreme merits. 
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Another criterion to distinguish between sin and 
crime in the Quran is the concept of ASSAGTHFXR or 
"repentance". Those acts of error on which the wrong-
doer repents (correcting himself in future), and in 
respect of which the Quran brings hope to mankind of God*8 
forgiveness and Mercy, may he regarded as "sins"; whereas 
those acts for which specific worldly punishments are 
prescribed and, in respect of which, any show of mercy is 
regarded as undesirable, may fall imder the category of 
"crime". 
The distinction between sin and crime may also be 
explained in terms of the twin concepts of HUQOOQULLAH 
( Jji\(Jy!>- ) — "Divine Rights" and HUQOOQULIBAD 
( >UJ^ tJyfc». ) — "Human rights". As mentioned earlier, 
the Quran has prescribed certain Hudud or limits in order 
to put a check on the human instincts and to channelize 
human activities in a right direction, A man is neither 
sin-inherited nor criminal by birth; he is bom innocent 
with a free will and with certain endowed powers in the 
form of emotions, desires and instincts* These powers 
which, under the subsequent guidance of human ^reason' 
become the potential driving force of life, are not evil 
in themselves. Generally a man becomes unlawful and 
indulges himself in antisocial activities when there is a 
clash of interests between his egoistic tendencies and 
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common welfare of the society. Furthert a man Is the 
slave of his own envlronmesit. Under imfavourable en-
vironmental conditions he develops inferiority complttKes 
and, loosing all the values of honesty and morality, 
becomes selfish and aggressive. In such circumstances he 
transgresses the limits set by God. This transgression 
may be of two kinds. Either he infringes some of the 
rights of other individuals •— which is a case of viola-
tion of human rights, or he shows wilful negligwice and 
flagrant disobedi^ice towards some such Heavenly Orders 
2 
which stand between his *self* and his God — a case of 
violation of "Divine Rights". 
A violation of "divine Right" can be treated as "sin" 
while a violation of "human right" a crime. A sin may also 
be accounted as crime when it effects the rights of an in-
dividual or tlie interest of the society. Sins are not 
punishable under Penal Laws, while the crimes are punishable 
under the Penal Code of the country. 
1. For instance! committing the acts like theft, robbery, 
adulteryI depriving others of -ttieir legal, social or 
religious rights; disobeying parents, etc. 
2. For instance: deliberate drinking suid gambling, wilful 
negligence toward prayers, indulgence in usuiy, prac-
ticing Polytheism or ascribing partners to Allah etc. 
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R^gasrding sins, the Quran &iT«a serious wamiugs 
of a painful doom In th« l i f e Hereafter, One of the slas^ 
I s so Intense in gravity that one who coaoiits i t and dies 
on i t shall never, never toe forgiven toy Allah and Hell 
wi l l be his peraanent dwelling in the l i f e HerMJTter, 
> yF • • • • ' ^ ^ ' - ^ i ' • « 4 "yr - ^ • • -^ ^ m* X 
*LoI Allah forgiveth not that a partner should toe 
ascritoed unto Hin. He forgiveth (all) save that to whon 
He will, WhOBe ascribeth partners to Allah, he hath 
indeed invwiited a tr&aendous sin.* (4:48). Sincere repen-
tance on any other sin along with the active correction of 
the sinner in respect of his future life may bring «God*8 
Merch", "Forgivttiess and Salvation." 
Sins may further be classified into the following 
two categories: 
(a) "liajor'' sins or "Ounah-e-Katoeerah* ( .^.^ -oUU ), 
and 
(b) "Minor" sins or "6unah«-e*'Sagheerah" ( 
mm 
Some of the major sins arex 
1. Polytheism or association of a being with Ood. 
2. Wilful neglect of prayers and fasts. 
3. SHIRK ( ^J^ ) 
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3. Adultery 
4. Deliberate killing of a believer by a believer 
3. Wilful consumption of prohibited foods and talcing 
alchoholic drinks. 
6. Cooffiitting suicide 
7. Gambling and indul^-ence in usury 
As regards crime, it is an unlawful act or default, 
and is an offence against an individual or the society. 
Such acts are prohibited on the grounds of public policy 
based upon the consideration of protecting the larger 
interests of the community. As crime is an individual 
aiggression against the community as well as sigainst the 
individual, the concept of crime is closely connected with 
the concept of the individual~community relationship. 
Since tiie commitment of a crime hits hard not only 
an individual but the society as a whole and since the 
creation of a pure and pious society is one of the basic 
aims of the Quran, it is evident that the Islamic concept 
of crime and punishment are not only judicial but also 
sociological. 
As pointed out earlier every violation of"Divine 
limits" (Hududullah) is not punishable under the Penal 
Code. Generally the punishment is prescribed in respect 
of those violations which affect the human rights. Thus, 
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for Instance, neglect of prayers and keeping fasts or 
non-performeuice of HAJ pilgrimage when due, Is not 
punishable In this world. But the case of 2iAKASH Is 
quite different. Zakath is a charity as well as a tax, 
"to be collected from the'haves' and to be distributed 
among the 'have-nots' , the poors and the needy-ones." 
Thus when a Muslim, who is the owner of the NISAB ( u^u), 7 
does not pay the ZeOcath, when the same becomes due, he 
not only violates the Divine orders but also infringes 
the rights of the poor. In the war of RIDDATH ( i%^ ), 
the first Caliph Abu Bakr Siddique useii force and de~ 
clared holy war (Jihad) against those who refused to pay 
Zakath. Similarly false accusation, though a prohibited 
act and a flagrant violation of Divine limits, is not 
punishable on all occasions. The same act, however, be-
comes punishable (with eightystripes) when the accusation 
is madeagainst the chastity of a woman and the offender 
is unable to produce four witnesses in support of his charge. 
4. Sahlh al-Bukharl: Kitab al^Zakath 
5. 7i tolah gold or 52i tol€ih silver or the wealth equi-
valent to that, which remains in the custody of the 
owner for one full year. 
6. Tarcekhul Ummat. Vol. 7III, by Mohd, Aslam Jairajpuri, 
pp.48-49, 
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It is, thus, clear that crime is a violation of 
individual or public rights and, as such, it is a breach 
of law which is harmful to the interests of an individual 
or the interests of the society. The criminal activities 
are, therefore, prohibited and pimished as they are quite 
it 
detrimental and contrary to the order, peace, and well-
being of the society in g^ieral, and to the rights of an 
individual in particular. 
An omission to perform one*s duties will be a crime 
if it is likely to involve serious consequences to others, 
such as loss of life or permanent injury to health. Gross 
negligence even in doing lawful act may, sometimes, also 
be a crime as killing a person or destroying one*s property 
by acting; in a rash or negligent manner. It is on account 
of such evil effects that the negligence, carelessness or 
• • • 
forgetfulness ( i .r ^  U» > i^^LJ ), be it in relation to God 
or in respect of worldly matters, is severely criticized and 
condemned by the Quran. 
Keeping all these aspects in view, we may define the 
Islamic concept of crime in the following words: 
"Crime is an act or omission to do an act forbidden or 
prescribed by Islamic Laws which is harmful to the indi-
vidual (other than the offender) or to the society, aind 
which is committed in violation of Divine limits." 
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MHJ3~R£A (CRIMINAL IHTfiMTIOH) 
It is important to point out here that a wrongful 
act does not become a crime unless done with criminal 
intent and guilty conscience. Thus motive or intention 
plays a decisive role in the commission of a crime. The 
Prophet has laid down a basic rule in this regard which 
links individual acts with the intention of the actor and 
which is stated in the very beginning of the SAHlH AL-
BUKHlRl, the first of the 'six reliable works' on the 
Traditions of the Prophet. 
7 
"Acts are judged by their motives" 
The proper sphere of intention is human mind and 
heart which cannot be explored and, accordingly, taken 
into account by positive law; as Almighty God is the Sole 
judge, and He alone possesses the exclusive knowledge of 
what is hidden inside human heart and brain: 
'Sfity: "Whether ye hide what is in you,r hearts or reveal 
it, God knows it all" (38 29)® 
7. Sahlh al-Bukharl; 1:1. 
8. English translation of the Quran by Abdullah Yusuf Ali. 
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The judge cannot form any definite opinion regarding 
the intention of an accused person and no judgment can be 
given decisively on mere suspicion. There is a Tradition 
wherein the Prophet has warned the judges against the 
award of punishment in cases of doubt, 
The proper sphere of positive law is, therefore, the 
/actions* of man, and the punisl^ iment cannot be Inflicted 
unless the intention of the culprit is transformed into 
external manifestations evincing his criminal intention 
beyond doubt* 
KINDS OF CRIMB 
Crimes may be classified according to their impli-
cations under the following categories: 
(A) Social Crimes, or Crimes against the society; 
(B) Political Crimes or Crimes against the State; and 
(C) Economic Crimes. 
(A) SOCIAL CRIMSS 
Social Crimes are those unlawful acts which are 
detrimental to the society. They affect the order, peace, 
9. Sahlh al-Bukharl, Kitabul-Hudud, 
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trau<iuxiiit(y aaa weil-oein^ o£ the entire ooiaauniityi ana 
are violaUoas» o£ pulaJLic ri^nts { rights in reu ) . 
social criines iuay a^aia oe diviaea into the I'oiiowio^ 
ttu D-cate^or JL eia: 
1. oixeaces a«<.axaat Deraon 
Ihia 8ut>->cate60J^ ^ containa ai l thoae oix'anoea which 
cause ph/*icai haria or atteapt to cauae phyaicai hara* auch 
aa aeath or boaiiy injury to huiaan bein^a. Xhua* oriiaes iijie 
hOiaiciae (louraer or manaiau^hter )} loutiiatioa} iaf l iot in^ 
latal or aerious wounaa; torturin|f,{ talcing away one's l i f e in 
any iuauner, e.^. stabbing, shooting, poiaoning, throwing £XOM 
a aei(»nb, putbin^^ into i'xre, arawniug, e t c . , a l l l i e unaer 
this head. Atteiupt to coiuuiit suxciae or aaaiating aoae one in 
hxa at&eiiipt o£ auiciae titay also he incluaed herain. 
«i. uiiencea a^axnat uroperty 
Alx those oix'ences which are aimed at depriving soiieDo-ay 
01 hia bouafide rights o£ property i l l ega l ly and through lorce-
iul laeana, I'all under thia head. Xhe exaaplea are, decoity, 
thel't, i l l ega l poaseaaion, eiahazzlement, usury, gambling and 
other types oi' i l l e g a l usurpationa. 
!^ . ofxences a^axnat aexual iaarality. 
ttm^ coiiiprxse, attaoits on aanctxty and honour, sucn as, 
auuitery, x'ornication, aodOi^ y, prostitution, false acouaation 
ux aoultery, etc. 
4. uixences cauaiii^ harm to public haaltn 
Such as, aoultration o£ food and iaedicines, drinjcxn^ 
ana dru^ addictxng, etc. 
(2) POLITICAL CRIMES 
Political crimes are of the following kinds: 
1* Offences against the solidarity of the State 
The general trend of these crimes is the disobedience 
of the lawful authority of the State and attempts to over^ 
throw it unlawfully, Examples of such crimes are: Treason; 
Sedition or Subversion; disobedience to the commands and 
ordinances; non-paym&it of taxes; high-treason or apostasy; 
etc. 
2. Offences against the peace and order of the state 
Those offences which cause damage to the habitation, 
such as attacks against the public order, highway robbery; 
vagrancy; drunkunness; acts which, promote hatred among 
the members of the community and, thus, lead to mass vio-
lence, group-clashes and other internal disturbances. 
3. Offences causing danger to administration 
The nature of the offences under this head is such 
that they cause serious deuaage to the working of the 
importemt branches of administration like Police depart-
ment, department of Justice, etc. These offences include 
perjury, bribery, black-mailing, etc. 
(C) ECQliOMIC CRIMES 
This category includes all crimes pertaining to 
fiscal matters, such as all types of illegal monetary 
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gains; aatuggllng; black-market ting; hoarding; etc. 
Generally crimes differ culturally and geographically. 
It is a well known fact that what is regarded as a crime at 
one place or in one society may not be regsorded as such at 
another place or in anotl^ er environment. In the same 
manner the ixitensity of crimes varies from place to place 
and from society to society. But the crimes for which the 
Quran has ordained specific punishments in this world, are 
80 h«lnou8 in nature and so grave in intensity that they 
cut across the roots of nearly every society and» accor-
dingly, their recognition as the most atrocious offenees 
is universal. 
The major crimes in respect of which fixed punish-
ments are prescribed in the Quran are as follows: 
S. 
No, Crimes 
Specific 
Punishments 
Translation of the Ayath 
in which specific punish-
ment is mentioned. 
Treason and 
Highway-
robbery 
(Waging war 
upon Allah 
and His mes-
soQger and 
striving 
after cor-
ruption in 
the land) 
Killing or 
cruelfication, 
or amputation 
of their hands & 
feet on alter-
nate sides, or 
their expulsion 
out of the land. 
"The only reward of those 
who make war upon Allah 
and His messenger and 
strive after corruption 
in the land will be that 
they will be killed or 
crucified, or have their 
hands and feet on alter-
sides cut off, or will 
be expelled out of the 
land. Such will be their 
s. 
No. 
Crimes 
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Specific 
Punishments 
Translation of the lyath 
in which specific punish-
ment is mentioned. 
degradation in the world, 
and in the Hereafter theirs 
will he an awful doom" 
(5;56) 
Kurder Murder in retalia-
tion or the pay-
ment of blood-
money. 
"0 ye who helieveS Retalia-
tion is prescribed for you 
in the matter of the mur-
dered; the freeman for the 
freeman, and the slave for 
the slave, and the female 
for the female. And for 
him who is forgiven some-
what by his (injured) 
brother, prosecution accor-
ding to usage and payment 
unto him in kindness. This 
is an alleviation and a 
mercy from your Lord. He 
who transgresseth after 
this will have a painful 
doom." (2:178) 
Theft Amputation of the 
hands. 
"As for the thief, both 
male and f^aale, cut off 
their hands. It is the 
reward of their own deeds, 
an exemplary punishment 
from Allah, Allah is 
Mighty, Wise". (5:41) 
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S. 
No. CrlBies 
Specif ic 
Punishments 
Transla t ion of the lyath 
in which spec i f i c punish-
mmt i s mentioned. 
Adultery and 
fornication 
One "The adulterer and the adul-
hundred tress, scourge ye each one 
stripes of th«& (withf a hundred 
stripes. And let not pity 
for the twain withhold you 
from obedience to Allah, if 
ye believe in Allah and the 
Last Day. And let a party 
of believers witness their 
punishment" (24: 2} 
Palse accu-
sation of 
adultery 
Eighty "And those who accuse honour-
stripes able women but bring not 
four witnesses, scourge them 
(with) eighty stripes and 
never (afterward) accept their 
testimony — They indeed are 
evil-doers" (24: 4) 
Punishments for the rest of the crimes are not fixed 
but are left to the discretion of the judge (QizI), who is 
authorized to inflict such punishments on the culprit as he 
deems fit in view of the circumstances under which the offence 
is committed. The judge who takes his guidance from Hadlth 
( t-^ -^ * ) and Fiqah ( ^ ) is, however, under an obli-
gation to impart strict justice when he is adjudicating 
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upon olvil or criminal matters. 9!hua Quran commandst 
"Lo! Allah commandeth you that ye restore deposits 
to their owners, and, if ye judge between mankind, that 
ye judge justly. Lo! comely is this which Allah admoni-
sheth you, Lo! Allah is ever Hearer, Seer," (4:58). 
and 
"0 ye who believe! Be ye staunch in''justice,''witnesses 
for Allah, even thouijh it be against yourselves or (your) 
parents or (your) kindred, whether (the cas^ be of) a 
richman or a poorman, for Allah is nearer unto both (than 
ye are). So follow not passion lest ye lapse (from truth) 
and if ye lapse or fall away, then lo! Allah is ever 
Informed of what ye do." (4:1:^ 5) 
All those crimes for which no specific ptmishment 
is prescribed in the Quran, are dealt with under the rule 
of Fiqah ( ajii ) known as TA2iEER, which is referred to in 
the following Chapter. 
— - 0 0 0 0 0 — -
ChAlrX£.ii fOOE 
1 ti £, C Q a G ii X I U F kUiiiiiiiHEinl 
1 Di t a h w u R A 1^  
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CHAPXEB FOUR 
THE COBCEPI 01 KJiflSHMEHa? Ifl TSE gJRAN 
1« Puniahment as purlfyiflig agent 
2* Some of tbe Quranic Terses containing specific punishasnts* 
3* General rules regarding the objects of punishment* 
(a) the reformative point of view 
(h) The deterrence as penal objective 
(c) 'She enforcement of social norms* 
4* forms of ponishment 
(1) Qlsas (2) Budira (3) ^Bix 
% Meaning of the word 
• • Mosaic Law of Qlsas 
• • Mohammadan Law of Qlsas ' ^^'^"^c view l j 
* *Xndividualisation' of the culprit for the purpose 
of retaliation «"»-> a contrast with pre-lslamic 
custom of revenge* 
* Provision of an alternative ~ the blood-money. 
6« PIYAH i KLQOd^monev 
* Forgiveness «—> an Islamic concept 
* Biyah ---> an exclusive right of the victim or his 
heirs 
* First blood-money 
* Amount of fiiyat 
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7* msaiLt nm^ p>f!«??^ <^ "mntt 
* Moaning of the word 
* lalde showing forbidden acts and thair xnuiiahmanta 
* Rapentence 
* An object of Hadd 
* Scope of evidence regarding Hadd puniahaenta 
* Jieaning of the word 
* Authority of the (^ran regarding SaiTr 
* Some Traditiona on Tasir 
* ileceaaity of Taeir 
9* General diyectivea for the execution of puniahmenta* 
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coiircEPT OF pajrisHMEyg? I N TBE (XTRAN 
In ancient Arabia* crime was often regarded ae imparity 
and punishment as purification* Even in the early dajs of Zslmmi 
this concept did not disappear* For instance» we find a case 
reported in !£raditlon that a certain adulterer* Mais hln Malllci 
^ 0 desired to take penance for his sin came to the Prophet 
a nd said to him *Tahhiml'( CULJAJO)* meaning thereby* 
*Purify me*(through the fixed punishment)* where upon be was 
punished* According to another Hadith the Prophet once saidi 
*lbo so commits a crime* the ordained sentence of that crisM 
shall be infl icted on him* Shat will be i t s e3q>iation*' 
This primary basis of the concept of self*puriflcation* 
incorporated in the Islamic Penology* gets further support from 
such Quranic verses nhich prescribe specific punishments for 
certain heinous crimes and give a clue to the objects of 
punishment as well* Some of these verses are enlisted belowi 
a ) THBFX 
'As for the thief* both male and female* cut off ttieir hands* 
2t i s the rfW8y4 ot ^ff^r fiWP <^g4fli W gmnplifY r>»^ nlf»«f"^ 
from Allah* Allah i s Mighty* llse**0. *But nhose repented 
after his wrongdoing and amendeth, Lol Allah will relent twward 
him* LoiAllah i s Forgiving* Merciful** (5t41-42) 
1* Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics* article on punishment 
(Mohammadan) by I*W4Juynboii. 
2* Sharah-al-Sunnah* quoted in Mlshkatul Masabih and 3ahlh-al-
Hirmidhi. 
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(2) TRBASQH ASH HIC^ WAY ROBBERri 
'.Che only reward of those ivbo make war upon A l l ^ and Mis 
meeeeager and strive after corruption in the land will be 
that they will he ki l led or crucified* or have their hands 
and feet on alternate sides cutt off» or will he espelled 
out of the land» Such will be their dggratetion in the 
world, and in the Hereafter theirs will be an awfUl doomt 
0 Save those who repent before ye overpower them* For know 
that Allah i s forgiving, Merciful.•(5 i 36-37} 
(3) QISASt 
*And there i s Life for you in retaliation.0 men of under-
standing! that ye may ward off(evil)* ( 2 t 179) 
Xhe following general rules regarding the objects of 
punishment may be inferred from the above versesi 
1. !Qie underlined word Java ( ^Js^) in the f irst two verses 
draws special attention. Jaza means 'reward'* i*o« some thing 
awarded in return for some thing done. I t indicates that 
punishment i s the reward and a logical corrollary of the 
wrongful act i t s e l f . It i s earned by the wrong-doer through 
his evil-deeds. It i s a "Coercive deprivation applied to an 
offender because of his violent commission of a harm forbidden 
y^ Hall) General Principles of Criminal Law. p.318. 
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The^ 'BIMl iUlSABA* ( ^ U » , ) further makes i t clear that the 
offender earns the punishment by committing unlawful acts* 
2* 133ie words '^ exemplary punishment from Allah" indicate that 
punishment inf l icted upon one criminal stands as model for 
other wrong->doers* The sufferings of one offender (by way of 
punishment) serve as general warning to the rest of the 
members of the community against the commission of i l l ega l 
or forbidden acts. Hie words icHIZYUN YimKl&Vlk{ (^*a)f<4^->^ ^ 
meaning thereby» * their degradation in the world* also clarify 
the exemplary object of punishment* 
3* !£hou£^  'exemplary' in naturet yst the inf l ict ion of pain 
or punishment xii^s^T means that i t i s the result of an angry 
vengeance* It is* ratheri a token of rational lovei a measure 
to seek the correction of individual offender* Spoilt children 
are those irtio were never punishedf nor sufficiently chastised 
because the love of their parents was blind and destructive 
of the very objects of their love* Infliction of punishment 
for the sake of punishment and inf l ict ion of pain for i t s 
oim sake i s not at a l l the object of the Islamic Penology. 
4* The underlined portion in the Aayat of (^sas (2t 179) sh«w 
that the Quranic Penal system isolated the individual offender 
for the purpose of retaliatory punishment* Shis was in contrast 
to the old Arab cttstom* according to iriiich members of the 
tribe to idiich the murdered belonged used to take revenge from 
the «Aiole tribe of the murderert and the practice of hosti le 
action and counteraction continued for generations, the object 
of taking only one l i f e (that of nnirderer) in retaliation of 
another l i f e (that of murdered) was» as indicated by the 
Aayat itself» to ward off evi l and to pirotect the commiinity 
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from continued vengeance* 
«^ £he object of more stringent punishmentsy l i k e amputation 
of bands and feet i i s again to safeguard the larger in teres t 
of the communityi as the incorr ig ib le offenderst once disabled 
pex«anentlyi CBXI do no further harm to the society* 
6* fflie words . ^ \ ^ ^ ^ . ^ • »j> 
'But whose repenteth after h i s wrong doing and amendeth|lo i 
Allah wi l l re lent toward him* Lo • Allah i s iforgiving, nereis 
ful*' 
reveal that: 
( i ) the punishment i t s e l f i s not the real object* what i s 
important i s the prevention of offences and the reform 
of the character of wrong-doers} 
( i l ) the jHinishment may be deferred» or may not be i n f l i c t e d 
at ally in case of such offenders who repent s incerely 
on the ir evi l -deeds and turn permanently from the ir 
evil-courses> 
( i i i ) the incorrig ible and hardened criminals should be dealt 
with severely and without any trace of mercy or leniency}} 
the punishment in their cases should be i n f l i c t e d with 
fu l l compliance of i t s l e t t e r s and spir i t* so that i t 
may f u l f i l i t s deterrmit function properly* 
The chain of good consequences of virtue and bad conse-
quences of vice does not come to an end here in th i s world* 
Every soul reaps in the l i f e Hereafter i^at i t sows in t h i s 
transitory l i f e * The Quran i s fUll of account of rewards of 
virtue and vice) i t g ives t id ings of the pleasures of Paradise 
(to Y)«iliever8) and horrors of Hell (to disbel ievers) 
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•For those nho do good i s the best(reward) and more 
(there to)« Neither dust nor ignominy cometh near their faces. 
3uoh are rightful owners of the Gardeni they will abide there-
in 0 And those vAio earn i l l deeds* (for them) requital of each 
i l l -deed by the l ike thereof} and ignominy overtaketh them— 
Ihey have no protector from Allah — as i f their flaoes had 
been covered with a cloak of darkestnight* 3uoh are rightful 
owners of the ?irel they will abide therein. • (10i26->27) 
From the foregoing discussion on general niles regard* 
ing the objects of punishment we conclude the following 
(a) "PI jSEfQfiMy^ y^  ¥^in 9? Y I ^ I -
Xhe Islamic concept of punishment seems to imply 
a l l the well-known penal objectives t prevention* deterrencei 
refoxmationi and enforcement of social norms* treatment of 
crime* as an individual pathology* i s the chief point of 
departure of Islamic Criminology from other conventional legal 
systems. Qrime i s considered a disease* the criniinal* a sick-
man* a-nd the punishment* a curative or corrective measure* 
Jfurther* penalty i s individualized. The concept of 'retalia-
tion'* which also froms an important part of Islamic penology* 
i s based upon one-to-one relationship* between victim and the 
offender. 
(,u A/K ) ^iS^%^^'^\;d:;^\j:^Vj-^^^ 
*the freeman for the freeman* and the slave for the 
slave* and the female for the female. (Part of 2tl7d} 
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(b) PETBRRBUCE A3 A PENAL OBJTgCTIVEi 
B»terrenoe seems to \)e another very pronounced penal 
objective in the guran. Punishment as a warning to others i s 
the hallmark of this emphasis* ^ e severe punirtiments accorded 
to such offences as treasouf highway robbery* theft and adult-
ery demonstrate this principle* 
(c) EMgQBCBKMT OF SOCIAL KORMSi 
fhis implies that the interest of the individual 
(the criminal in question) shoiild in part be saorificed to 
protect the larger interests of the community* According to 
HuUa Jalaluddinf the question of pardon or forgiveness does 
not arise i^en the offences are s u ^ as they ask for punish-
ment in the public interest* Inspite of the offended person* s 
readiness and willingness to grant pardon in such cases* the 
Qasi may s t i l l chastise the offender for the sake of public 
discipline* Life can not be safe i f the habitual criminals are 
l e f t unpanished and unsuppressed* I t i s essential to oarh the 
ferocity of crimes for the sake of protection of the society. 
With these varied objects in view* the Muslim penal 
Law provides three forms of punishments i gisas* huAidf and 
lasir* 'Qisas*being a retaliatory measure* sat i s f ies the psy-
chological urge of revengei *Ba<ktd* helps the prevention of 
crimes by providing severe punishment to the hardenedt incorri-
gible and habitual criminals and deterrence to other notorious 
members of the comnauiity) while 'taeir'aims at reforming the 
character of the culprit and his rehabilitation in the 
4* Uttlla Jalaluddin t Akhla^-e^alali* 
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society* These three kinds of Islamic ponishments are correla* 
ted with different categories of crimes in the discussion 
which follows* 
yOBMS OF PUHI3HMFJgT 
!Qie Islamic Penal System recognises three distinct 
categories of crimes and* corresponding to themt three diffe* 
rent kinds of punishments 
She f irs t category of crimes i s Jinayat( 
i*e*» misdemeanours of the f irst order consisting of intention-
al injury to human body such as ki l l ing or causing wounds* 
Zhese crimes are punished with gisas i*e*> > retaliation* i the 
guilty one mayt by virtue of the right of retaliatiout he 
killed* But the important point to be noted here i s that h^e 
guran allows only a retaliation of equal degree* ^ e object 
of this kind of punishment i s prevention of crime* and pro tee V 
ion of society from continued host i l i t ies* 
f 
gisas i s transformed into i)IYAH( *2u^ ) i.e** blood* 
money (or the price of blood or other damages) to be pcdd by 
the offender i f retaliation i s not exacted or i f the same i s 
either impossible or unpeziaitted* 
2* rnWDi J>jO^ )t 
She second category of crimes consists ofi 
(a) Offences against sexual morality or decencyy such as 
adulteryt fornication* use of intoxicants> drug addiction 
et<* 
(b) Offencesagainst human honouri such as defamation* slander* 
malicious accusation against the chastity of woman. 
(c) Offences against property* such as thsft, tecolty» 
emiMstlemsnty etc* 
(d) Breach of public peace* such as riotlngt highway rohbsry 
etc* 
(e) Offences against the State* such as treason* apostacy* 
Crimes of this category are punished with a £Laed 
penalty Hadd( ^X^)* This i s the second form of punishment* 
'Sh9 quantum of Hadd i s exactly defined by the Qurani i t can 
neither be reduced nor augumented* Xhe instances of this 
punishment are scouraging with fixed number of lashes (one 
hundred in case of adultery and eighty in case of false 
accusation against the chastity of woman)« amputation of 
hands (for theft)* cutting of hands and feet on alternate 
sides (treason and highway robbery)* Icillingf czucification 
or expulsion firom the land (treason and highway robbsry) etc* 
SIhis category of punistunent i s based on the principle 
of deterrence and i t s main objective i s the prevention of 
crimes and protection of c iv i l l i l i i* 
(3) IA2IB ( ^ J - ^ * ) 
IQie third category of crimes consists of a l l kinds of 
transgressions w^ l^ch must be punished with the form of punish* 
ment known as Taeir ( )^^ V—^ )t «^ich means chastissment 
or correction* In a l l those cases lAiere no specific and fixed 
punishment i s prescribed* the judge(Qasi) i s authorised to 
in f l i c t such punishments on the culprit as he deems f i t under 
the particular circumstances of the case* a^is type of punish* 
ment lAere the discretion of the judge decides the quantum and 
mode of punishment i s called i^sir 
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It may* for instance» consist of finst iBq;>ri8oiimentt exiley 
corporal ptanishmenti boxing or beating with a oanei a private 
admonition or a public reprimand* any other humiliating proce-
dure t or simply a warning* 
The ^udge may» alsOf insult* blacken the face of the* 
culpritt ahaTe his head* or have him led through the streets 
with a view to subjecting the oxlprit to open condemnation or 
ridicule* Ihe mode of the punishment depends on intensity of 
the crime* circumstances of the oaae» intention of the offwidert 
his mental and physical conditions* and his age* All these fac-> 
tors are left to the consideration of the Qasi whose discretion 
and judgement is final and binding* 
In the matter of Tasir* the (fsi takes his guidance 
from the QuLriui» the traditions* the fiqah* and the other 
legal codes as arranged by ^ ninent scholars leaimed in the 
Islamic Law* 
She object of this category of punishment is reformat 
tion and rehabilitation of the criminal* 
Let us further go into the details of these three 
principles of Islamic Penology* 
1* (A) QISAS ( O ^ L ^ ) s BFTALIATIOir 
3310 f irs t form of sentence i s Qisas idiioh covers homi-
cide cases* In the ease of murder* the punishment prescribed 
i s the inf l ict ion of a l ike injury (murder) on the murderer. 
iOiis i s called Qisas or retaliation* 
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J^nmtM 9f W9 im^ QLaagJ 
!Sh9 word QlsaSf rendered as 're ta l ia t ions la derived 
from gaesa ( < J ^ } meaning *he cut I t ' i or 'he followed the 
track In pereult'i l t | therefore! comes to mean 'retaliation 
hy slaying for slaying** 
E*W.Lane has explained the meaning of the word 'QLsas' 
In hie Arabic English Lexicon as followst 
"( k->^ ) * He followedt or folloHed afteri his 
track or footstepS} In persult) endeavoured to trace hla, or 
track him* * "." > K> ,^ 'j * 
•i' y ' 
3udb a one went forth following) or following after» the foot* 
steps of such a one in persuit* And i t i s said in the Quxwi 
'and they ho tin returned by the way by which th«ty had eoBe» 
retracing their footsteps' ( 18 i 64) 
^ CAX^  IT ' <L^\^ < C^La» ^ Hsi the relation of a 
slain man or one who has been wounded or mutilatedt retaliated 
upon him by slaying him or wounding him so as to make him qult» 
or ev4»i with him* 
• •• ##• ••• ( c/AflX--^ ) . He sought or demanded 
retallatlony l*e.» slaying for slaying and wounding for 
wounding ••• ••« •••' 
( O^L«<3^  ) • Retaliation by slaying for slaying and wounding 
for wounding and mutilating for mutilatizig* •* ^ Qisas was the 
law of Moses as wells 
5« E«f«Lane'e Arabic English Lexicon* 
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"Eye for ey»t tooth for tooth» burning for Isumingf wound for 
wound» stripes for stripes." 
!Qie Mosaic Law of retaliation vdnich was prevalent in 
pre^Xslamic days i s given in the following words in the Quxi&i 
*And We prescribe for them thereint She l i f e for l ife^ and the 
eye for the eye* and nose for the nosei and the ear for the ear 
and the tooth for the toothf and for wounds retaliation* mit 
idiose forgoeth i t ( in the way of charity) i t shall be expiation 
for him* Vhose judgeth not by that iriiich Allah hath revealed} 
such are wrong-doers' (3 t 48}. 
!Qie QurwoL has provided an alleviation therein^ in allow-
ing a money compensation* In the <^ran the Islamic law of Qlsas 
has been ordained with the following command) 
*0 ye «Aio believe* Retaliation i s prescribed for you in the 
matter of the murdered) the fre^oan for the freemani and the 
slave for the slave* and the female for the female* Mid for 
him iriio i s forgiven somewhat by his (injured) brother* prose-
cution according to usage and payment unto him in kindness* 
Xbis i s an alleviation and a mercy from your Lord* tie ^ o 
transgresseth after this will have a painful dooi9i/( 2tl78) 
6* Exodus XU 24* 
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After promulgatlBg the general law of Qlsas, the 
ffiq^cJ^ttdea hia relatives from retaliation by the relativet of 
nrir^algl"^^° daye#* Ihey used to ins i s t , i^en ths person ki l led 
wBi-B of noble descent, upon the execution of others be^des 
the Mirdereri thej were not contmit with the execution of the 
slave or the woman, i f one of them happened to be the mui^ -
derer*"' 
Qeuii Badanii, in his commentary of the Qaran refers to 
the pre->Islamic condition prevalent among Arabst 
8 
Xhe QjOLTan abolished this system and made i t dear that, 
whoever i t ought to be, a fre^ian or a slave or a woman, the 
murderer himself or iMrself was to be slain in retaliation* 
Hbe very word ({Lsas implies that the murderer should be 
murdered and not any other innocent man« She goran promulgated 
this institution in the itftlowing words i 
*And there i s l i f e for you in retaliation, 0 men of 
understanding, that ye may ward off (evil)* ( 2 t 179} 
!Ehis verse clearly demonstrates that l i f e can not be 
safe unless those gailty of homicide are sent^txced to death* 
7* Abu Hayyan, Imsm Asiruddin, Daharul uuhit, Commentary, 
verse 2 i 178* 
8* Al*Sadaidt Anwarul - Tansilwa Aararu*l » tavi l , Istanbul, 
1296 A*D*, p.4^* 
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As the general law murderer must be put to death, but 
such punishment i s not i n s i s t e d upon. The Islamic law, however* 
recommends the re la t ives of the murdered to accept compensa-
t ion or blood-money payable by the murderer(provided they — 
the re la t ives of the murdered — - freely e l ec t to accept the 
alternative)* 
As such, Qisas i s the punishment which, although fixed 
by the law, can be remitted by the person offended against or, 
in the case of a murdered person, by the heirs* 
In th i s way, Islam has much mitigated the horrors of 
the pre-Islamic custom of reta l iat ion* In order to meet the 
s t r i c t claims of just ice* equality i s prescribed* Che islamic 
law of Qisas takes one l i f e under s t r i c t l y prescribed conditions 
and shuts the door to private vengeance or tr ibal re ta l ia t ion 
to avoid indiscriminate messacre of general nature* 
1* (fl)- PI YAH ( d^> ) J BLOOi>-MQI«'EY. 
Yet i t i s not e s sent ia l for re ta l ia t ion to be exacted} 
indeed the tijuran regards pardon a^ commendable, on payment of 
generously reckoned compensation by the slayer* An a l l ev ia t ion 
i s t however, allwed in case the person ^o suffers from the 
death of the murdered man makes a remission, and i s s a t i s f i e d 
with diyah or bloods-money* The ^ i l t y party may be made to pay 
compensation as ordered by the Qazi (Muslim Court of Law) with 
the mutual consent of the re la t ives of the murdered person 
and the murderer* The Quran lays down the following rule in 
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•And for him wlio i s forgiven aomeirtiat by h is (injured) 
brother} prosecution according to usage and payment unto him 
in kindness* This i s an a l l ev ia t ion and a mercy from the Lord. 
He who transgresseth after th i s wi l l have a painful doom.(2:178) 
As a general law» l i f e may be taken for a l i f e i but 
there may be circumstances iriiich allev&ate the guilty in that 
case the murderer may be made to pay a fine to the re lat ives 
of the murdered person. Such money i s cal led ( <^^ ) or 
blood-money or blood^wit. I t i s an a l l ev ia t ion or concession. 
Quran makes i t clear that irhen homicide i s not intentional} 
a generous compensation in the form of blood->wit may be paid. 
'He ytbo hath k i l l e d a believer by mistake must se t free a 
believing slavet and pay the blood-money to the family of the 
s la in , unless they r^ait i t as a charity. ( 4 t 92) 
I t should be noted here that only the party whose 
r ights are infringed may forgive or waive h i s right of r e t a l i a -
t ion or> even) forego the claim of the blood-moneyi but the 
QaKi or any other o f f icer of the State can not do t h i s , jehis 
choice i s meant only for the victim or the heirs of h i s rights 
to agree to a pecun-iary reparation or even pardoning complete-
l y . I f the judic ia l proof es tabl i shes that the crime was 
intent ional , the Court has no right to pardon) i t depends 
exclusively to the sufferer or, in the event of h i s death, 
to h i s legal h e i r s . 
On the general principle of a l i f e for a l i f e l a i d 
down by the Quran' ^"^^ * ^ Hanifah and h i s d isc ip les hold 
that the WALI (guardian) of the victim has no choice but to 
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exact the vengeance> and that he may not take the myah or 
9 
blood»money» unless he wishes espec ia l ly to favour the slayer* 
But the saying of the Prophet of Islam go to prove 
that though re ta l ia t ion was allowed, fine compensation was 
recommended* 
He had also advocated the compounding of homicide by 
forgiving re ta l ia t ion as 'Alms' and to accept compensation. 
Once the Prophet came to know that Banu Ehueaah (^ l^>>i>*'. 
— People of the tr ibe iQiuza&h) k i l l e d a man of Husail in 
excheuige of a man vf h i s own fiho was k i l l e d in the iiays of 
Ignorance* Xhe Prophet paid h i s blood^price in order to avoid 
— I 
disturbances between the two tribeb and saidy "0 j&husaah, you 
have after a l l k i l l e d th i s man of (the t r ibe of) Hussail 
( (JiiJ^(Jt ) and 'by Allah* I shal l be one who wil l redeem his 
blood*" ^ 1^  J, 
'cHvbd;.vv^^ 
"Whose k i l l s anybody after him, h i s he irs wi l l have tivo 
options} i f they like» they may k i l l ) and i f they l i k e i th(»y 
may take blood-money*" 
In th i s way the Prophet himself paid the f i r s t blood-
money on behalf of Banu->Khueaab* Obviously^ being an action 
strange for the ferocious society» Banu iQiuzalih would not have 
agreed to pay and the Banu Husail would not be wil l ing to 
receive the bloods-money* Hence the Prophet jpaXd i t by himself 
in order to curb the ferocious s p i r i t of re ta l ia t ion and set 
9* Abul Hasan al Mawardi t Al-Ah i^mus Sultaniyyah, p.392t 
lO.Yousi^f Khan» Mohammadan Law* p*3^3* 
11* Jame al Tirmidhi, Hadith reported by Abu Shuraih al-Kabi. 
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an example of rep lac ing i t with the p r i ce of hlood» to be 
followed in s imi la r cases i n future* In another t r a d i t i o n 
repor ted by Abu Hurairah) the Prophet sa id t h a t the h e i r s a re 
a t l i b e r t y to use t h e i r d i s c r e t i on e i t h e r for forgiveness or 
12 for the r e t a l i a t i o n . 
Regarding the importance and value of t h i s replacement 
Robert Roberts has remarked* "We know of no other l ega l codet 
e i t h e r ancient o r modemt where t h i s manner of sa t i s fy ing 
13 j u s t i c e i s made p o s s i b l e to such an extent*" 
AkOmT Of THE i)IYAl» 
^o fixed s tandard of bloodf-money has been prescr ibed 
in the Quran* I t i s to be paid according t o the usage and 
circumstances of each case and pecuniary condit ions of the 
h e i r s of the murderei person* !Chey a r e given r i g h t to demand 
the blood-moneyt but the demand should be such as can be met 
by the par ty concerned^ t h a t i s i within t h e i r means* AS such* 
t h e amount of the Biyat i s a var iable* Ibere i s a Tradi t ion 
tha t the Prophet determined i t according to the means of the 
s l a y e r ' s family and i n terms of what they regarded as wealth* 
Ihus he imposed on a camel-owner a d iya t of one hundred camels 
for s laying a nian* 9jnd on a sheep-owneri one thousand sheeps* 
2* HUIXJi)( > J J ^ ) FIXFO) PUia3Hii.MI3: 
Here i t i s to be r e c a l l e d t h a t 'HuAid u l l a h ' r e f e r to 
two ca tegor ies of 'Divine l imi t s* The f i r s t category contains 
12. Ib id , Abwad a l -Diya t , p . l77 (^lai^(-*b>>_dl>(y:\^t5a-j;*i\t:V 
13 . Robert Roberts, 'The Social Laws of the Quran', p .88 . 
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a l l those rules and regulations idiicb deal with eatalalest 
drinkables»,marriaget inheritance etc* These rules describe 
vi^at i s HALAL (lawful) and i^at i s UAKAM (prohibited or unlanF-
ful) regarding these matters* She second category spec i f ies 
such fixed punishments which must be i n f l i c t e d upon those 
criminals vdio commit various offences and indulge themselves 
in unlawful a c t i v i t i e s * 
In Jlqah these fixed and speci f ied punishments are 
termed as HudSId ( ^^O^- ) , the singular being hadd( o ^ ) . 
MEAIilMG OF THE fOROt^  
In i t s primitive l i t e r a l sensei hadd s i g n i f i e s 
'Obstruction' whence a porter or gate-keeper i s cal led 
Haddad or 'obstructor** in re lat ion to h i s of f ice of prohi-
biting people from entering* 
In the Arabic English LexLconi the term has the follow-
ing meanings I 
LX,.^ (Hadd) * Preventioni hinderance* an impediment) 
forbiddance,prohibition! or interdiction* 
i. 
-^-AJjTdJJia^Os - God hath forbidden us that; 
Hence ( O.^ ) , a r e s t r i c t i v e ordinancei or s tatute of God| 
respecting things lawful and things unlawful. Plural( >^iX^- ) 
Huchid". ^^ 
In the l i g h t of above meanings» the Hadd* contrary to 
Qisas and TaKir» i s that unalterable punishment the l imi t s of 
which have been defined in the yuran ^ ^ hadith, and idiich i s 
considered a Right of God( dJL) 1 C 3 ^ -Haqq-iaiah)* Certain act: 
14* Edward William Lane's x Arabic English Lexicon» London* 
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vriiich have been forbidden or sanctioned by punishments 
in the Quran are crimes against religion as they are 
a l l violations of the Id vine Rights. 
'JSiese forbidden acts and the punishments laid 
down for them on the basis of Allah's restrictive 
ordinances are enlisted belowt 
CONTIHUT^D. 
TABLE SHOWIHG FQKBI.DDEN ACTS M J OSiEIR PUHISHMFJJTS 
S.i^O. Crimes Prescribed 
funishfflents 
Source Reference of 
Aayat aad 
3urab 
!• 2ina ( L'^  ) or forni-
cation. 
One hundred The (24:2) 
Stripes. guz'Sn 
2* Qadhaf( «^^LO ), slan- Bighty 
der or false accusation Stripes 
against the chastity 
of women. 
-x'he 
guran (24i4) 
•araqah( 
theft. 
} Amputation 
of hands. 
ihe (5i41) 
Quran 
Qat-al-Tariq( U i > k J | ^ ) F o r simple rob-
boryI cutting off 
handsand feet on 
alternate sid«& The 
Highway robbery. 
For robbery with -
murderideath either^ 
(5i56) 
by sipord or 
fication* 
by cruci-
^. Treason ( (jl ) (Making Killing or crucifi-
cation or cutting 
war upon Allah and 
his Messenger) 
off hands and feet The 
on alternate sides 
or banishment. Quran (5t^6) 
6. 2ina->ul*Muhsan Offender must be 
stoned to death 
The 
aadith 
Adultery of the married ( j * : ; ^ Rajm) 
persons. 
oishkat-ul 
Masabih, 
ed. & trt 
by Capt. 
A.A.Mathews 
Sharb-al->Khamr ( j^S<^^ ) 
Drinking wine 
Eighty s t r i p e s . The Hadith ib id 
Chap.IV 
8. Treason( <S, ) Death The Hadith ib id 
Oiap.V 
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^3IM ilA & ^  M 
ibost of the guranic verees laying donn fixed punish-
mente for certain abominaU.e offences sure coupled with a 
succeeding verse which brings hop of (rod's mercy and forgive-
ness to the offenders provided they repent sincerely on their 
evil deeds and correct themselves in ftiture* But th is provi-
sion i s subject to the condition that the r ights of any other 
individual are not affected by the offence, ^or e3cample» i f 
a th ief voluntarily surrenders the stolen property before an 
application for prosecution has been made» the Hadd(being a 
r ight of God) manifests i t s e l f in h is active repentence* In 
such cases the fixed punishment mayi in i t i a l ly}be deferred 
to allow the culpr i t an opportunity to mend his character) and 
i f he does 80| the penalty may not be in f l i c ted a t a l l . 
Jlhe object of Eadd i s to purify and clean the world of 
sinfUl ment to res t ra in the criminal from doing further injury 
to society! and to deter others from similar crimes. 
'i3ie original design in the in s t i t u t ion of hadd seems 
to be * deterrence' t that iSi warning to others against thp> 
commission of offensive acts} the absolution of criminals i s 
not i t s original design, as i t i s evident from i t s being^j. 
awarded to non-Muslims in the same manner as to Muslims. 
Punishments under the category of Hadd can not be 
inf l ic ted by pr ivate persons. i3eing, perhaps> the most 
important penalty under the Islamic penal system, tiadd comes 
within the exclusive jur i sd ic t ion of the court of (jiiBi. jfurther, 
the scope of Hadd i s l imited as compared with that of SFassir 
15. 3!he Hidaya, vol.11, Book VII, p . l 76 . 
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v^iicht being a discretionary corrective measare* i a widely 
applied. Juvenile delinqueat8> disalslest and physically or 
bio logical ly handicapped persons> l i k e sickman and pregnant 
women do not come under Hadd while they may be treated under 
Taeir.-^^ 
The decis ive nature of Hadd» i t s severity* and i t s 
exactness» ask for the s t r i c tnes s in the rules of evidence. 
t'OT the establishment of a l l those offences v^ich are punish-
able under Haddi the corroborative testimony of at l e a s t two 
eye-witnesses i s e s s e n t i a l . Ihe number i s dubled(four witnesses) 
« ^ ^ an accusation i s made against the chastity of a woman. 
Such an additional precaution stands as a safeguard against 
the frequent and malicious charges aimed at d^rading and 
dishonouring the chaste and pious women) i t also helps in 
removing a l l doubts from the mind of the judge by strengthening 
the veracity of the evidence. 'JSie testimony of a j'a8iq( 
—> one fHao i s a permanent nuisance creator or habitual l i a r — 
i s not admissible! as h i s untrustworthy character renders h i s 
testimony invalid* Ibe delay in evidence( I'^LAT -Taqadum} 
also goes to disqualify i t . I f witnesses bear evidence against 
any person* vdio i s accused of theft» wine drinking or whoredom» 
after the lapse of a certain period of time* such testimony 
17 i s not to be admitted. 
3. X A Z I R ( >r^>—^ ) « GliASIISEMEWT 
5Qie third form of punishment i s Taeir, which literaJ-ly 
means 'prohibition*. She transgressions not covered by Hadd» 
must be punished with Tassir. In cases vohere no special punish-
ment i s prescribed* the Judge ( ^ z i ) i s authorized to i n f l i c t 
16. Ibid, p.176. 
17. Hidayah, vol .II* ik>ok VII of iiudud. 
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such punishment on the culprit as seems to be most suitalxLe i n 
view of the circumstances of each particular case* 'J!his form 
of discretionary correction i s cal led Tazir ( ^>>-»J ) or 
chastisement* I t i s to be administered only fbr the offences 
for v^ hiich Hadd (fixed punishm^at) has not been appointed* 
Tazir kj^fO^ ) ftoo Assr ( J>-^ ) i s to censure or repeal* 
It» in i t s primitive sense* means 'prohibition' and also 
' instruct ion'• She follonlzig i s the l i t e r a l meaning of the 
word Azr as explained»lnr -• — -
" ^^ J>—-^  < ^s prevented^ hindered* withhold or forbad him 
and turned him away or back* 
\j'y-S"6jj.~fi' I because i t prevents the criminal from returning 
to disobedience* 
^^^s>^Sj{J-o^\^\tjy^ X He discipl inedt chastisedf corrected 
or punished himi meaning that he did to him that idiich should 
turn him away or back from e v i l or foul conduct* Andf hence» 
he i n f l i c t e d upon him a beating or flogging l e s s than that 
prescribed by the law* Tazir s ignif ies(s imply) the act of 
beating moderately* not exceeding the ordinary bounds* 
,>—-«jjJU^ (Al-Iamir) from^i;A(AKr) s i g n i f i e s the teaching of 
one regulation* '* 
In Islamic law» i t s i g n i f i e s ) "an i n f l i c t i o n xmdeter-
mined in i t s degree by the lawi on account of the right e i ther 
of God or of the individual! and the occasion of i t i s any 
offence for i^ich Hadd or * stated punishment* has not been 
19 
appointed v^ether that offence consists of wordsor deeds. 
18* i:*W*Lane's Arabic Knglish Lexicon* 
19* Ihe Hidayah by Standish Grove Grady, Lahore, 1&65, nook I I I , 
Chapter VI of Xasesr* 
^ 13 ^ 
•Xassir i s a corrective punishment lower than the Hadd and i t 
becomes applicable in cnises wliich do notincur Hadd punish-* 
ment. • ^ 
!£his i n s t i t u t i o n i s establ ished on the authority of 
the Qaran which enjoins men to chastise their wives for the 
purpose of correction and amendment: 
•As for those fi-om whom ye fear rebe l l ion , admonish them and 
banish them to beds apart, and scourage them, "ttien i f they 
obey you, seek not a way against them. Lol Allah i s ever High, 
Exalted, Great.* ( 4 t 34 ) 
Cases of chastis^aent also occur in the Traditions. 
According to one tradit ion of Abdullah bin Umar, in the time 
of Prophet, those who bought provisions wbole->lot without 
measures or weights in order to s e l l them again were punished 
by whipping. 
According to another Tradition of Ibn-e-Abbas, the 
Prophet i s said to have threatened with twenty lashes any 
person ^o instated another by ca l l ing him sof t or effeminate. 
)> 
20. Al-Uihayah as quoted in Al-Ikhtiyar. 
21. Sahih-alBukhari, Book Hudud, CJhap.43 
22. Ibn-e-Majah, latabul Hudud, Chap. 1^ 
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I t i s moreover recorded that the Prophet chastised a 
person «dio had cal led another pur jure d* and the Companions 
agree concerning this* 
As to the necess i ty of Iaeir» reason and analogy both 
evince that chastisement ought to be i n f l i c t e d for petty acts 
of an offensive nature (petty offences) so that men may not 
become habitual to the commission of such actai for i f they 
were l e f t unchastised and incorrectedi they might gradually 
be led into the perpituation of such acts and otlier more 
atrocious offences* 
GElfflSRAL JPIRECTIVES FOB THE EABCUTIQU Of PUi<I3HMEJ{I3t 
Besides special d irect ives in respect of prescribed 
punishments for various crimes» the following general direct-
ives are to be kept in view at the time of f ixation and execu-
tion of punishments* 
1* In the case of major crimes, 'interceding;* i s not allowedi 
The Quran ^pmmandst ^, i>*>>y, < j •*-/'r V'y^ 
'And l e t not pity for the twain withheld you from obedience 
to Allaht i f ye bel ieve in Allah and the Last i)ay** (24 t 2) 
Xhis direction i s made clear in the following iiadith 
Abdullah bin Umar reported t I heard the Messenger of Alleih 
8ay» "Vbo so'8 intercess ion prevents a sentence out of the 
ordained sentences of Allahy he has indeed opposed Allah) and 
who 80 contends in an unlawful thing nhile he knows i t ( a s such) 
24. 
wi l l continue to be in the wrath of Allah t i l l he leaves i t . * ^ 
23* 1!he Hidayaht Book VII, Chap. 6 of Taseer. 
24. 3ahih-al-Buldiari, ititab-al-Hudud* i:>\bX^M^\fJ^^\cJ\{i^\^\A^\^x_X 
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2. Infliction of pmiishment ahoiad be witneeaed by a party 
According to Quran 
*And let a party of believers witness their punishment'(24t2) 
The expediency of the above rule is evident f^ om the folloifing 
two pointst 
(a) 'Deterrence'I the cheif objective of the Hadd punishmenti 
can not be achieved unless the punishment is given a 
suitable publicity* She infliction of punishment in 
privacy destroys its own purpose* 
(b) To get a surety that the punishment is not only inflicted* 
but inflicted fUlly and properly (without any lenience 
and with fUll quantity of lashes) it is necessary that 
a depeudalde group of representatives must witness the 
show* 
3* jomishment nmst be inflicted without respect of persons; 
nor should mediation be allowed in such cases* 
When in the case of a certain woman(belonging to 
Makhinimiah tribe) vdio was guilty of theft» some people of 
Quraish sought to intercede on her behalf (as she descended 
from a good family) through Usman bin Zaid, «dio was a favourite 
of the Propheti the Prophet became enraged and said* "iXjst 
thou intercede in the matter of Hadd(punishment) 
(J>o you plead for a crime out of the ordained crimes of Allah) 
'fhen the Prophet got up and» addressing the people, delivered 
a sermon* Afterwords he said» "Verily those «dio were before 
you were destroyed beaause when a noble man from them committed 
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t he f t t they l e f t him offt and vidien a weakman coiondtted thef t 
among tbemi they executed sentence on him. jjy Allah» had 
Fatimahy daughter of Mohanunady committed theftf I would have 
cut off her hand** \ "r ^^ ^ -^ L . ^^* « I , » 
4« When an offence i s fu l ly proved» i«e« proved beyond a l l 
doubts* the ()aei should not h e s i t a t e in pronouncing the judg-
ment and awarding the s t a t e d piuiishment* 
3« Mental condi t ions ( san i ty ) of the accused and h i s puberty 
(maturity of age) should* however* be considered a t the t i n e 
of awarding the sentence* as the absence of these fac tors 
(or e i t h e r of t h ^ ) makes t he criminal incapable of properly 
understanding and following the r e l i g i o u s and l ega l codes* 
6* When more than one punishments (many a l t e r n a t i v e s ) are p res -
cribed in the s c r i p t u r e •— and by v i r tue of i t s extension* in 
any r e l i g i o u s or legsd code «v for the same offence* no two 
of ^em can be un i ted in case of one and the same offender* 
For example* the heinous crime of Treason* i . e . * of waging war 
aga ins t Allah and His messenger* invokes the a l t e r n a t e punish-
ment of k i l l i n g OB crucifying the offender OR having h i s hands 
and fee t on a l t e r n a t e s ides cut off Ofi h i s expulsion out of 
the land* Jc^t a t r a i t o r can not be awarded the simultaneous 
punishments of sunputation and c ruc i f ica t ion* Similarly* the 
punishments of s toning and scouraging can not be uni ted i n the 
same person* nor scouraging and banishment* in the same woman* 
However* i f the <^zi f inds i t advisable* he may banish her* 
temporarily* for one year or l e s s by way of xaatir or d i s c r e -
t ionary co r rec t ion . 
25. 3ahih-al-Bukhari* 8 6 i l 2 and Um-datul Qari Pa r t I I , p*136. 
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7* I t i s s t r i c t l y forbidden that one man should lie punished 
for the crime of another. 
8« I t should be noted that where too much leni ty i s inadequate 
for the design of ' correc t ions too much severity goes to 
destroy i t completely* Therefore) save the punishments of 
Haddf fdiich are designed and meant for incorrigihlet 
hardenedt and habitual criminals committing most abominable 
atrocit ieSt and inrespect of which any consideration of 
leniency i s s t r i c t l y prohibited^ a l l the other punishments 
coming under TasTr should be dealt with moderately* 
9* Leniency i s to be shown in th«> execution of punishment when 
27 
th«> gui l ty person shows the signs of repentance* 
28 10* Punishment i s not to be i n f l i c t e d on a maiA man. 
11* !Ehe Hadd punishments are not to be i n f l i c t e d upon minors 
(Juvenile offenders) as they commit crimes without ful l 
29 
rea l i sat ion of the ir consequences* 
12* "Sie punishment of a pregnant woman i s to be deferred unt i l 
the delivery of her child (and further» t i l l her child 
30 f inishes sucking her milk)* Sbis delay i s allowed with 
a view to preserve the child in her womb(€uxd« subsequ^itlyt 
to nourish the chi ld properly) wiio i s separated from her 
upon the instcmce of h i s /her birth* 
26. 3unap-e-Abu Saudy 3312* 
27* Buldiari* 96t27 and Sunan of A\u Saud» 3719* 
28. iitthiiari, 36j22 and Sunan of Abu JDaud, 37 i 17. 
29* The Hidiyah, tr* by 3* G*Grady» Lahore* 
30. Sunan of Ibn-e-Majah, 2 1 J 3 6 and ^^l}J.ljo^\u^J(^l(sd^\f^ 
CUAirXi:^ MDfii 
C u i i C L U ii i \J i» 
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The foxegoing analysis of the concepts of crime and 
punishment as foiind in the Qaran requires a systematic 
evaluation of both the religious and social foundations 
on v^ch these concepts rest . Ihe religious foundation 
consists of total sult^Bission to the transeendetal authority 
of God* The social foundation refers to the transformation 
of a pre-Xslamic tribal social order into an islamic commu-
nity* The religious and social foundations enforce each other* 
Xhe religious* howeveri preceeds and conditions the social} 
but the religious without the social foundation becomes 
meaningless in as much as the sole aim of religion i s to 
reform man vAiO$ intumi i s a 'social animal* and can not 
survive without a society* iSie belief in a transcendental 
(rod i s incompatible with a tribal society* monotheism 
compells the process of detriballsation* I t i s this intez^ 
play between the religious and the social factors that helps 
us in discovering the real dynamics of the earl iest period 
of Isla-m* She dynamics was so crucial in nature that i t 
required a JProphetic treatment* Ihe gap between the transcen-
dental pzlnciples and the tribal principles was so great that 
i t was only through a i'rophetio function and efforts that i t 
could be resolved* lo shift from a society based on bloodsties 
to a society based on common faith and commitment was to ask 
for a fundamental revolution* Shereforei the f irst most 
important framework of the Wuranic concepts of crime and 
punishment i s the transformation of the tribal society to a 
society of faith* Jbe most conspicuous index of this trans-
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formation was the birth of the ' individual' man against the 
conventional ' t r iba l ' man* '£tke pagan Arabs used to identifier 
everybody interms of h i s clan and tribe» £uid offcmce against 
one person was considered as offence against the ent ire 
group. Xhis used to lead to a widespread blood»shed and inter-* 
tr ibal feudsi sometimes> for a considerable period of time. 
The Arab waSf thus» a prisoner of h i s own social identity* 
Ttke i^ranic message brought out a new relationship* namely, 
equality between men and equality before God* 'l*he tribal 
shackles broke down* Ibe Arabs becckme 'an individual'* l!hi8 
transformation i s demonstrated by the Islamic concepts of 
*Qisa8* (reta l iat ion) and 'Diyah* (bloo^money)* The gu3^ l a i d 
down d e a r rules in t h i s regards 
'0 ye who believe* re ta l ia t ion i s prescribed for you in 
the matter of the murdered^ the ^eeman for the £reeman» and 
the slave for the s lavei and the female for the female* And 
for him who i s forgiven some iriiat by h i s (injured) brotheri 
prosecution according to usage and payment unto him in kindnes?!* 
!Qiis i s an a l l ev ia t ion and a mercy from your Lord* lie who 
transgresseth after t h i s wi l l have a painful doom* ( 2i 178) 
and 
'And there i s a l i f e for you in retal iat ion* u men of 
understanding! that ye may ward off (ev i l )* ( 2 t 179) 
Ihough Qisas looks as nothing more than a principle of 
r e ta l i a t ion , i t should be studied against the tr ibal back-
ground in which, i f one individual k i l l e d the other belonging 
to a different tr ibe , the members of the tribe to which murder^ 
ed belonged used to take revenge ^om the whole tribe of the 
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murderer* This was the cos^ which the tribal system paid Itox 
i t s survival* When the Quran proposes ^isasy the object of 
retaliation i s not the whole group but just the individual 
idbo commits the offcmce* By virtue of this principlet the 
entire structure of the tribal values i s rased to the ground* 
Similarly the concept of blood^money (itt.yah) to be paid by the 
offender went a long way to curb the group arrogance within 
each tribe* Equally significant was the principle observed 
in implementing the "Had" ( ^^ ) that no conMSSion or 
leniency will be shown to any one however rich or.noble his 
family or clan might be* She second Caliph Uaar(<^ '^ )^ Farooque 
did not show the sl ightest trace of mercy or leniency in 
respect of even his own son (who committed the crime of adult-
ery) and promptly scouraged him to death with hundred stripes* 
I t Qiuat be clear by these examples that the Islamic Penal 
System idiich» on the surfaoe* looks very harsh wast infact, 
a vital instrument in the dynamics of building a new social 
order* llhe Islamic concepts of Tauheed( ^jf ) and Jasa 
( l/T ) complement each other* I t i s t therefore> obvious that 
the Islamic Penology i s not merely an ordinary or conventional 
penal system but the vital part of a far reaching religious 
process whicht not only single»-out the individual culprit 
from the rest of thp community for his worldly punishment» 
but also gives a general warning to a l l the evil-doers of a 
far more severe and strizigent punishment to be given by God 
in the l i f e Hereafter* 
She second important framework of the Islamic concepts 
of crime and punishment i s the eschatological perspective of 
the Quran* It i s the origin and the end of man as an 'ideal 
creation' that shapes both the Criminology and Penology of 
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Islam* Error euid s in are> thereby» grave bet rayal of t h i s 
i dea l s t a t e* Man i s made a f t e r the FIXfiATC cii>la^ ) of God t 
'So se t th€Or purpose (0 ibauhammad) for r e l i g i o n as a man 
by na tu re upr igh t — the na tu re (framed) of Allah, in «4iich 
He hath created man. !Qiere i s no a l t e r i n g (the law of } A l l ah ' s 
creation* Xhat i s the r i g h t re l ig ion^ but most men know not—*' 
( 30 t 90)* Man c a r r i e s with him the JSivine S p i r i t , lie i s the 
MA3J00D ( j,>f^ ) of t h e Angels and the viceroy (iQialifah Ji^ ) 
of God i n the ear th* She Quranic r eve l a t i ons aim a t r e s to r ing 
to man h i s i dea l s p i r i t u a l s t a tu s* All p roh ib i t i ons and punish . 
ments are the measures to co r r ec t , reform, r e h a b i l i t a t e and 
reshape man. I t i s t h i s s p i r i t u a l process of man r e i n s t a t i n g 
h i s own r e a l ' s e l f ' f r i s i n g above ignorance, s u p e r s t i t i o n s , 
fo rge t fu lness , arrogance and s i n , which defines the Is lamic 
Cri.mlnology* 'Ihereforet the f i r s t s tep in t i i i s process i s to 
' i n d i v i d u a l i s e ' man, t he process iiAiich we have already discus* 
sed and ndiich i s t he basic p r i n c i p l e of the i n s t i t u t i o n of the 
wuran* The extreme measures a s soc ia t ed with the p r inc ip l e of 
HAi) ( >^ ) i n Islam may a l so be examined in the l i g h t of 
same s p i r i t u a l process i an extreme physical in jury (by way i f 
punishment) i s s t i l l very meager in comparison t c the s p i r i t u a l 
in jury the offender has done to 'himself*. Therefore th(» Quran 
regards a l l mercy and compassion in mat ters r e l a t i n g to Had 
( >^ ) as unwarranted and harmful. Again the ' s p i r i t u a l ' has 
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priori ty over the ^pbysical't and the ' idea l ' has precdd^ffice 
over the 'contingent** The ent ire eschatological perspective 
of Islamic Criminology can he summed up in two words t KAJAT 
( d / U ) and AAwIBAI ( d^i^ ) , ' sa lvat ion' , and ' f inal 
destiny*. 
Modem attempts aimed at suggesting water-tight d is -
t inct ion between crime and s in are not tenable ftcm the 
Qaranic point of view* As discussed ear l i er , a dist inct ion can, 
however, be made between 'Bights of God*, and 'right of man'. 
'Crime' i s , sometimes, associated with the offences against 
man} and ' s i n ' , with offences against God* Another d is t inc-
t ion i s also made between offences, the punishment of which 
i s deffered t i l l the i>ay of Judgment (to be given by God}} 
and the offences, the punishment of nAiich i s i n f l i c t e d here 
by the society* But a c lose inspection of the guranic concepts 
leads us to entertain the hypothesis of unity between the 
concepts of crime and s in , a unity which, on the one hand, 
i s essent ia l for the l ega l system of Islam and, on the other, 
i s indispensable froia the re l ig ious and eschatological point 
of view* Ihis hypothesis of unity between the concepts of 
crime and sin also finds strong support from the concept of 
'double punishment' for the same wrongful act* Thus, thp> 
Quran decides the fate of those hardened criminals who 
neither repent over the ir e v i l deeds nor correct themselves 
in future in the following wordsi 
' .*• ••• Such wi l l be their degradation (in the form of 
punishment) in the world, and in the Hereafter theirs wi l l be 
an awfUl doom.' ( 3 t 36) 
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The basic categorizes of (jiBast Hudud and Ta^eeyt 
fundamentally provided i n tbt? (juran and systematized i n 
f iqab ( /^i ) descr ibe the t h r e e soc io log ica l emphases of the 
Qarant 'Q l s a s ' r e f e r s to the process of ' i n d i v i d u a l i z a t i o n ' 
(the transformation of t h e t r i b e in to a cum!nunity)j *HuAld» 
r e f e r s to t h e emergence of th^ Is lamic Society ( the i n d i v i -
dual becoming the member of a new coinaunity having absolute 
f a i t h i n one God)j and 'ICazeer* r e f e r s to the development of 
a new consciifBSe wttlch could be influenced now by the impera-
t i v e s and in junc t ions of Islam* This categorizat ion^ howevert 
leaves ample room for ind iv idua l r e s p e n s i b i l l t y t repentencet 
and s e l f purifLCation* and provides every opportunity to 
those who want to change t h * i r t r a j e c t o r y from 'wrong' to 
' r i g h t ' d i rect ion* 
Is lamic Penology takes care to recognize the differences 
of age (for ins tance minors do not come under iiad)t of mental 
condit ions ( the insanes do not come under Qisa8)t andt of 
the physical atid b io logica l d i s a b i l i t i e s ( the Had i s not 
conducted ^i^n t he offender i s s ick or when the woman i s 
pregnant)* But the same Is lamic Penology i^ ich takes in to 
account these human problems i s s t r i c t i n implementing i t s 
laws with fu l l sense of j u s t i c e and equa l i ty i r r e s p e c t i v e of 
n o b i l i t y of b i r t h , funct ion, or s t a tus* 
This b r i e f study of Criminological and Penolo^^ical 
concepts i n the Holy Qurani i s a ^&ry l i m i t e d attempt to 
bring out the soc io log ica l s ign i f i cance of the Quranic 
injunct ions* The semantic ana ly s i s of the concepts was* how-
ever , outs ide the scope of t h i s s tudy. To keep the present 
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work within i t s proper frame of reference i t wasi however* 
necessary to keep an eye on the Arab context, the reXlgioas 
foundation, the revelatory status, and the Prophetic nature 
of the principles of crime and punishment* The basic intez«st 
of these principles i s , as we have already stated, the trans-
formation of a tribal society into a society of faith and 
commitment. Ihe Islamic Penal System i s , perhaps, the f irst 
systematic code which takes the individual as a legal subject 
and clearly sets aside his tribal or group identity* 
. ^ — . 
A i ' P f i l i i J I C i ^ d 
A » JJ 
B l U h U Q i i A ^ i i l i i i i 
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APPENDIX I 
PUBISHMBiTS MQiTIONSD IN SAHIH AL-BUKH^RI 
* « » 
No. & T i t l e 
of Book 
23 JanSEiz 
26 »Uinrah 
34 Ruyu» 
37 I J a r ah 
39 Eafalah 
No, of 
Trad i t ion 
61 
17, 19,42, 
45,54 
3,100 
113 
5 
P a r t i c u l a r s of 
Punishment. 
20 
40 Wakalah 
42 Sharb 
(Musa^at) 
44 Khusumat 
8,13 
15 
4 
1 
6 
Stoning as a punishmecit* 
The Sercerer killed. 
Sercery etc. reproved. 
The child belongs to the bed and 
the adulterer gets nothing. 
Wages of fornication prohibited. 
No qisas for a tooth which ia 
lost by biting off another's 
finger. 
Wages of fornication prohibited. 
Sxile as a punishment of Zina. 
Flogging a man because of inter-
course vith his wife's slave-girl. 
Punishment of him who drinks 
wine (or nabidh) 
Stoning as a punishment. 
No punishment for death caused 
by an animal, or fountain, a 
mine, a fire. 
One who has crushed the head of 
a woman is killed in the same way. 
The child belongs to the bed and 
the adulterer gets nothing. 
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49 »Itq 
32 Shahadat 
55 Sulh 
* • 
54 Shurut 
55 Wasaya 
8 
8 
8 
23 
107,149 
120 
152 
61 Manaqib 
63 MaAaqib 
al<->an8ar. 
64 Maghsizl 
26 
27 
53 
60 
78 
She child bdlongs to tht bed and 
the adulterer gets nothing. 
A woman punished for theft» her hand 
belong cut off, repents punishment 
of Zina. 
Stoning as a punishment - pimishment 
of a young man and a married woman 
on account of sina* 
Qisas for a tooth. 
Stoning as a punishment, A young man 
and a married woman punished on account 
of zina. 
The child belongs to the bed and the 
adulterer gets nothing. 
One who crushed the head of a woman 
is killed in the same way. 
Murder one of the capital sins. 
Allah a^one punishes by means of fire. 
Ho qisas for a tooth which is lost 
by biting off another*s finger. 
Punishm^t of the men of *Ukal 
(Uraina) who stole the prophet's 
camels. 
Stoning as a punishment. 
Stoning as a punishment. 
The child beloniiS to tiae bed and the 
adulterer t;^ets nothing. 
Renegades are killed or cursed. 
No qisas for a tooth which is lost 
by biting off another's finger. 
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65 fafsir-ul-
Quran 
68 Talag 
74 Ashribah 
76 Tibt 
77 Llbas 
79 Istidhan 
81 Rlqa^ 
83 Al-Aiman-
wal Hudhur 
85 Faraid 
86 Hudud 
Sura 3»v.6 
Sura 2,v,23 
Sura 2,b,23 
11 
24 
50 
1 
10 
46 
96 
12 
21,50 
11 
18,28 
2-5 
7,13 
8 
Stoning as a punlshmtnt 
Relation betwe^i qisas aoid 
"blood-fine 
Qisas for a tooth. 
Stoning aa a punishment of zina 
One who has crushed the head 
of a woman is killed in the same 
way. 
Wages of fornication prohibited. 
FozTiication in the last days. 
Punishment of him who drinks 
wine (or nabidh) 
Wages of fornication prohibited 
Wages of fornication prohibited 
The 2ina of different parts of 
the body. 
The sorcerer killed, sorcery 
etc. reproved. 
Stoning ae a punishment. A 
young man and a married woman 
punished on accoimt of sina 
Blood-fine to be paid for smit-
ing a woman so that she or the 
embryo in her womb dies. 
The child belongs to the bed 
and the adulterer gets nothing. 
Punishment of him who drinks 
wine or nabidh. 
Theft punished by cutting off 
the hand of the thief. The 
cutting off of hands in case of 
theft necessary. 
Punishmazt in this world a 
relief from punishment in the 
world to be. 
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11,12 Punishment must be executed without 
respect of persons and without accep-
ting intercession. 
12 Intercession In contradiction to hadd 
disapproved of. 
13 For what objects or amount of things-
punishment of theft. 
14 A woman punished for theft, her hand 
being out off repwits. 
15-18 Punishment of the men of 'Ulcal. 
(Uraina) who stole the Prophet's 
camels. 
21,22,24» ) Punishment of zina. Flogging and 
25,28,29, ) Tg^ jTft 
37,58,46. ) 
22 No punishment of the raajnun, the 
minor and of him who sleeps. 
25 The child belongs to the bed auad the 
adulterer gets nothing, 
27 Escample of how Muhammad did not punish 
a culprit on account of confession and 
signs of repentence. 
50,31 'tJmar on the Ayath al-rajm, 
86 Hudud Punishment of men and women who taike 
continued 55 ^j^^ attitude of the other sex. 
55 How the un-marrled hand maid's zina 
is punished. 
56 Punishment of the hand-maid*s sina 
42 Measure of flogging as Tasir. 
44 Murder, one of the capital sins 
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87 Diyat 1 
2 
4,5.7. 
12,13 
6,8,22 
8 
18 
22 
23 
28,29 
88 Istitabat- 2 
ul-Murtaddin 
89 Ikrah A 
Religious conB«quence8 of the 
murder. 
If two Muslims fight, the mur-
derer and the murdered are in 
Hell. 
One who has crushed the head of 
a woman is Icilled in the same way. 
It is prohibited to shed Muslim's 
blood and to take his possessions. 
The blood of the murderer may be 
shed, pujiishment of sina. Rene-
gades are killed or (nirsed. 
The family of the murdered has to 
choose between qisas blood-fine 
and forgiveness. 
Religious consequences of seeking 
qisas, without having a right to 
do so. 
Neither qisas nor diya for a tooth 
lost in biting an enemy. 
Theft punished by cutting off the 
hand of the thief. Blood-fine 
paid by Muhammad from the sadaqah 
for a man murdered at Khaibar, the 
murdered being un-known. 
Neither diya nor qisas for wounds 
inflicted on man who spies others 
in their house and is attacked by 
thma., 
No punishment for death caused by 
an €tnimal, a fountain, a mine, a 
fire, 
Renegades are killed or cursed. 
Sxile as a punishment of zina. 
Flogging on account of zina. 
The woman who is violated is 
not nunished. 
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92 Fltan 
93 Ahkam 
8 
9 . 
19 
29 
39 
19,39 
12 
95 Al^hbap-al-
Ahad 1 
96 I»tisam 16 
M l Kitab 
wal sunnah 
97 Tawhid 24 
Three cases of allowed blood-shed 
If two Muslims fight, the murderer 
and the miurdered are In Hell. 
No punishment of the ma;}nttn, the 
minor and of him who sleeps 
The child belongs to the bed and the 
adulterer gets notMng, 
Exile as a punishm^t of sina, 
Flogging on account of sina. 
Stoning as a punishment of sina* 
Renegades are killed or cursed, 
Exile as a punishment of lina* 
Flogging on account of sina* 
Stonning as a punishment of sina* 
In which cases a Muslin may be killed. 
•O—m^ 
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APPEHp;^  ^l 
No,& t i t l e 
ox i»oei(. 
1 Iman 
18 Ras^ aah 
No.of 
Tradition 
144 
371»372, 
374,375 
36,37 
PUNISHMMIS MOTIONED IN AL-SAHXH-AL-MUSLXM 
^ f 11 
Particulars of punishment 
22 Al-Musaqat 39,40,41 
wa-al-, 
Muzara^ 
28 Qasimali 1.2 
9,14 
15,17 
16 
18,23 
25,26 
25,26,29, 
30 ,31 . 
Murder one of the capital sine* 
The sorcerer k i l l e d , soreezy e tc . 
reproved. 
The child be].ong8 to the bed and 
the adulterer gets nothing. 
Wages of fornication prohibited. 
Blood-fine paid by Hahammad from 
the sadaqa for a man murdered at 
Khaibar, the murderer being un-
known. 
Muhammad (Peace be on him) pays 
hundred camels for Abdullah bin 
Sahl as blood-fine. 
Punishment of the man of *Ukal 
(Urainah) 
who stole the Prophet*s camels. 
One who has crushed the head of 
a woman is killed in the same way. 
Stoning some one who has committed 
homicide by means of a stone. 
Neither qisas nor diya for a tooth 
lost in biting an en«ay. 
The blood of the murderer may be 
shed. The murderer is killed. 
Renegades are killed or cursed. 
It is prohibited to shed a Muslim 
blood and to take his possessions 
Three cases of allowed blood-shed. 
In which cases a Muslim may be 
killed. 
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28 
32 
52,35 
28 Qasamah 33 
conti-
nued. 
34 to 39 
29 Hudud 1 to 7 
8 to 11 
12, 
25 
12 
12 
13, 
15 
22 
52, 
35 
,13, 
to 
to 
M, 
.34 
to 
,14, 
29 
34 
,25 
38 
Religions consequences of ararder. 
The fanily of the murdered has to 
choose between qlsas* blood-fine 
and forglYffliess. 
Muhammad insists upon abondoning 
qisas. 
If two Muslims fight, the murderer 
and the murdered are in Hell. 
Blood-fine to be paid for aniting a 
woman so that she or the embryo in 
her womb dies. 
For what objects of amount of things 
stolen, the hand of the thief is 
cut off. 
Punishment must be executed without 
respect of persons and without 
accepting intercession* 
A woman punished for theft, her hand 
being out off* 
Flogging on account of zina. 
Stoning as a punishment. 
Punishment of zina. 
Exile as a punishment of zina* 
•Umar on the Ayat-al-rajm. 
No punishment of the raadnun, the minor 
and of him who sleeps* 
How the laiHDiarried hand maid 's zina 
i s punished* 
Punishment of him who drinks wine 
(or nabidh) 
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33 Imaxah 
?8 Adib 
39,40 
41-44 
45,46 
15 
40-44 
39 Al-salam 103,107, 
116,121 
Measure o£ flogging &B Tcusir. 
Vhereln taz l r consists* 
Funislunent In t h i s world a r e l i e f 
from punishment in the world to be. 
No punishment for death caused by 
an animal, a fountain, a mine, a 
f i r e . 
Renegades are killed or cursed. 
Neither diya nor qisas for wounds 
inflicted on a man who spies others 
in their house and is attacked by 
them, 
The sorcerer killed, sorcery etc. 
reproved, 
':oj-
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NOTES OM SOME OF THE II4P0RTA«T BOOKS REFERRED TO IN THIS 
flU£106IU£>U " THESIS (i)ISSi£RXAIIOIf) 
1. Hldayah by Burhan-uddin 'All bin 'All bin Mar^hlnanl, 
A.H. J93. 
This is a well known commentary on Muslla Law and was 
adopted In the courts In Medieval India for guidance till 
It was replaced by Fatawa~e-Alamglrl In about 1670 A.B. 
In 1722 A.D, Warren Hastings got this book translated from 
Arabic into Persian through a commission consisting of 
Ghulam Tahya Tajuddin, Mir Muhammad Husain and Hulla 
Sharl*atullah, The £ng).lsh translation was done by Sir 
Charles Hamilton. Its authentic edition, was published by 
Grady in 1870 (Re-printed at Lahore in 1957). 
2. AHKAMUS SULTlNIYAH by AL-KSWARDI, 
t , . 
A well known treatise on Muslim political law written 
in Arabic by al-MawardI, Other writers on this subject 
draw their references mainly from this book. The Qazi's 
appointment and office are dealt with exclusively in a 
separate chapter. 
3. Kitabul Kharaj by Imam Abu Yusuf: 
Abu Yusuf was the first Qazi to be appointed Qaziyul 
Qusat under the Abbaside Caliphate. He was noted for his 
learning, piety and scholarship. This book is authorita-
tive on the interpretation of Law in relation to the State 
admini stration, 
4. MuQuddamah Tarlkh-e-Ibn Khaldun. 
Ibn Khaldun is the great historian produced by the 
Arabs, His discussion of the principles of administration 
in various Muslim countties bears testimony to his scholar-
ship and erudition. 
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5. Fatawa-e-'IlamKlrl by Shaikh Hlzam and others 1670 A.D. 
According to the author of 'Alamglr Hamah, who is sup-
ported by KhafI Khan, Aurangzeh felt that not only the 
people but the law court as well did not possess sufficient 
knowledge of the law. He had also occasion to criticise a 
few judgments or inferipr courts. In about 1663 A.D. he 
accordingly appointed a commission under the Chairmanship 
of Shaikh Nizam, a celebrated lawyer of Lcihore. The Com-
mission completed their report written in Arabic after seven 
years. It contained an exhaustive code of laws to replace 
the Fiq.h-e-Flroz Shahl and other regulations, and ?atawa-e-
•Alamglrl was the name given to it by the commission them-
selves after its 'illustrious projector'. The Patawa is 
based on the Quran, and the most favoured traditions 
(Ahadlth) 
Several editions of this work have been printed. The 
one published at Cairo is named Fatawa-e-Hlndiyah. 
6. Kltabul Ikhtiyari 
The most useful work in this connection Is Kitabul-
Ikhtiyar written in Persian in 1212-1217 A.H.A798-1803 A.D. 
by Hadhaqat Khan who was connected with the Criminal courts 
in Muhammadabad (Bidar) of erstwhile Hyderabad State (Now 
in Mysore State), His aim was to compile a work which 
might facilitate decision of criminal cases. The tendency 
of courts in deciding criminal cases can be ascertained 
from perusal of this book, 
7. SIHAH-e-SlTTAH 
* « « 
Among the Muslims, the following compilers and books 
are considered authentic on the subject of Traditions and 
are called Sihah-e-Sittah or the six correct worksj 
• , , 
a) Al-Bukharl 
Imam Muhammad, the son of Isma'Il, bom at Bukhara 
in 196 A,U. (810 A.D.) and died near Samarqand in the 
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village of Kartang in 256 A.H. (870 A.D,). He carefully 
and patiently scrutinised and selected from about six 
hundred thousand traditions, seven thousand, after working 
hard for sixteen years. It is said that before selecting 
a tradition, he used to prostrate and seek God*s help as 
to the truth of the recorded tradition, 
h) Imam Muslim, the son of al-Hajjaj bom at Nishapur in 
East Iran in 204 A.H. (826 A.D.) and died in 261 A.H. 
(883 A.D.) His collection contains three thousand traditions 
and is as authentic as Bukharl's. 
c) Abu 'Tsa Muhammad son of •Tea of Tirmiz, bom in 209 A.H. 
(831 A.D.) and'died in 2792(901 A.D,), His collection is 
entitled Sunan-al-Tirmizi, 
d) Abu Dawud Sulaiman son of Ash'ath of Seistan, born in 
202 A.H.(824 A.D.) and died in 275 A.H. (897 A.D.). His 
compilation contains 4,008 traditions, which have been 
selected from a collection of five hundred thousand tradi-
tions. 
e) Abu *Abdur Rahman Ahmad son of Shu'aib of Misa, 
» I, ,t 
bom in East Iran, 303 A.H, (925 A.D.). 
f) Abu 'Abdullah Muhammad son of Yazld Ibn-e-Majah of,. 
^^ t WaavlB 
North Iran, bom in 209 A.H. (831 A.D.) and died in 273 
A.H. (895 A.D.). 
Besides these, the collections of Imam ^afi'I, Ibn-e-
Hanbal, Imam Malik and some others are also considered 
authentic. The total number of works on tradition is over 
1,465. 
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A conspectus of the contents 
concerning hudud of some books of flqh 
A) The Majmu' al-fiqh of Zayd Ibn 'All 
It is mainly in the form of question and answer. It 
contains (Hudud) Penal offences punishable by death, muti-
lation etc.) as follows:-
a) Adultery, falsely accusing of adultery, sodomy, 
wine-drinkin^j, theft, witchcraft and heresy. A 
section is devoted to discussion of the blood-wite. 
B) The Tanblh of ShlrazI 
It is a systemitic treatise dealing in formal para-
graph with the various requiremmits of the law. It contains 
the following heads; who may and who may not be punished in 
retaliation for offences, offences liable to retaliation, 
on foregoing retaliation, from whom blood-wite may not be 
exacted, from whom blood-wite is to be exacted, on 
blood-wite, the slave's kinsmen liable to pay blood-wite, 
atonement for slaying, on combating rebels, the slaying 
of renegades, the combating of unbelievers, division of 
spoils and booty, the covenant of protection and imposition 
of the poll-tax, the covenant of truce, the penalty for 
adultery, the penalties for theft, highway-robbery and wine-
drinking, correction for minor offences. 
C) The J ami' -sil-gaghlr of Muhammad Ibn Hasan-al-Shaibanl. 
» » » 
It is a series of answers to questions not formally 
stated and generally of a casuistical nature. It contains 
the following;-
On theft, what entails the penalty of cutting off the 
hand and what does not, on (intoxicating) liquors, on penal 
offences what demands retaliation and what does not but is 
satisfied by blood-wit, evidence of slaying, consideration 
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of the circumstances of slaying, on woimding that is not 
fatal* On offences by a slave, on wrongful seisure of a 
slave, on (threatening) display of weapons, on daraage to 
walls or parts of buildings etc. 
